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I. 14-05-012

COMMENTS OF MENDOCINO COUNTY ON ASSIGNED
COMMISSIONER'S RULING INVITING PARTY AND PUBLIC
COMMENTS REGARDING ISSUES RAISED AT PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION HEARINGS AND WORKSHOPS
I.

INTRODUCTION
Pursuant to the Sept 9, 2016 Assigned Commissioner's Ruling inviting party and

public comments regarding issues raised and themes identified at public participation
hearings and workshops, Mendocino County, as a party to this proceeding, 1 files these
comments in response to the questions posed in the Ruling. We specifically address our
comments to questions related to the issues and themes identified in the Public
Participation Hearing held on July 15th, 2016 in Ukiah, CA.
Mendocino County supports the decision to incorporate outage information and
public safety issues related to 911 calls into the scope of this proceeding, as such outages
prevent residents from being able to access 9-1-1 services, and have a detrimental effect
on the ability of public safety officials to function to their full extent.

1

Mendocino County filed a Motion for Party Status in this proceeding on January 20th,
2016 and such status was granted on April 7th, 2016.
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II.

FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS TO WORKSHOP TRANSCRIPTS AND
EVIDENCE REGARDING CALL COMPLETION AND DIAL TONE/9-1-1
ACCESS CONDITIONS IN LOCATIONS WHICH WE BELIEVE
IMPACT PUBLIC SAFETY AND SAFE, RELIABLE TELEPHONE
SERVICE
A. Question 3 - Are there businesses, non-profits, public agencies, or
residents in your area that have been impacted by call failures and
outages? If so explain when and how?
Question 6 - Have you experienced dial tone or 9-1-1 outages? Of what
duration have been the outages and what kind of facilities and services
were involved? Wireline? Wireless? Voice Over Internet Protocol
(VoIP)? Access to 9-1-1? Police? Fire? Other?
Yes, there are many such organizations and residents in Mendocino County that

have been impacted by call failures and outages. At the public participation hearing in
Ukiah, 34 speakers addressed such issues and described their specific situations. Many of
the speakers were representatives from public safety.2 All of these comments are
evidence of the fact that residents and organizations have been at times severely impacted
by the loss of dial tone and 9-1-1 access to varying degrees. The Broadband Alliance of
Mendocino County has extensive documentation on the impacts from 2 major outages in August of 2014 and September of 2015. These outage reports document the scope of
the outage, what services were lost, financial impacts, impacts on elderly and
handicapped, emotional impacts, perceived threats to personal safety, actual lifethreatening impacts, communication impacts, and the availability of information during
outages. Both of these outage reports have been included in these comments as
attachment A and B.
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See the list of speakers here http://www.mendocinobroadband.org/wpcontent/uploads/PDF.CPUC-Public-Speaker-List.July-15th-2016.pdf
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During the Ukiah Public Participation Hearing in Ukiah, Senator Mike McGuire
testified that recently there have been at least five major outages in his North Coast
District (Marin, Sonoma, Mendocino, Lake, Humboldt, Del Norte, Trinity) and he spoke
about the impacts these outages have on communities. Financial institutions, businesses,
hospitals, courts, colleges, and public safety are often greatly impacted. For example, a
December 2015 outage affected the Humboldt County jail in which all the internal
phones used to connect each unit to each unit went down, which clearly poses major
safety risks. 3
B. Question 9 - What other communications issues about your ability to
place and receive calls would you like to bring to the Commission’s
attention?
Mendocino County would like to bring to the Commission’s attention the need for
telecommunication carriers to provide both redundancy and diversity in their networks to
provide resiliency. These outages would not have happened had diverse routing been in
place.
If a telecommunications carrier is considered to be a “Carrier of Last Resort” then
redundant AND diverse routing should be absolutely mandatory and required. For some
areas, such a requirement could be implemented if telecommunications carriers would
simply interconnect with other carriers4 or lease fiber from existing routes. In the
September 2015 Telecommunications Outage and Impacts on Residents of Mendocino
County report based on survey results, respondents were asked to give “final comments.”
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http://www.mendocinobroadband.org/topics/special-sessions/; timestamp 13:05
As an example, AT&T fiber terminates at The Sea Ranch Homeowner’s office. Less
than 300 yards away is the Frontier Central Office. An interconnect would provide
redundancy/diversity to the current non-redundant fiber route from Cazadero to The Sea
Ranch.
4

3

A full 44% of responses (178 people) stated, without prompting, that there needs to be
redundancy and back-up systems in place.
We ask the Commission to take action to require that all ILEC have redundant
and diverse networks in the territories that they serve.
III.

THEMES RAISED IN CALL COMPLETION WORKSHOPS AND PPHS
AND SUGGESTED COMMISSION ACTION
Mendocino County would like to comment on the themes raised in the PPHs and

recommend actions the Commission should take to address these themes.
A. Theme 4 - Network/Facilities Condition issues including pole and line
safety in light of Commission General Orders and Tree Mortality State of
Emergency.
It is the responsibility of the CPUC to ensure that the obligation of a
telephone company (and any other utility) to provide “safe, reliable service with
adequate facilities at just and reasonable rates throughout the territories that they
serve” is being fulfilled. Although it is well known that use of landline services
is decreasing nationwide, rural counties still depend greatly on the copper
infrastructure as the private investment in IP services has not been adequate to
create universally-available alternatives. For this reason, it is essential that the
copper network be maintained in good working order to provide those services to
residents until comparable, universally available reliable services are available.
Senator Mike McGuire testified at the hearing that, “We need to ensure that we
are protecting landline infrastructure, and 9-1-1 here in California. What we
know, you can go two, three hours at a time in districts like the north coast, and
not have cell phone coverage, which is why it is so important to protect those
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landlines, which also means we are protecting public safety.”5 Recent legislation
has attempted to allow telecommunication companies to circumvent the CPUC
and FCC protocols for the orderly and regulated withdrawal of landline service in
their territories; these protocols maintain consumer protections and dictate the
correct way that legacy services should be discontinued, not via hastily pushed
through legislation. We thank the Commission for coming out opposed to such
recent legislative attempts. We recommend that the commission take action by
continuing to strongly oppose any type of legislation that circumvents the
established Commission process for the withdrawal of legacy services.
Residents provided testimony into the record of their recurring issues
around lack of landline phone reliability due to the deteriorated state of the
copper infrastructure. The CWA also made a presentation with extensive photo
evidence of networks facilities that were in states of disrepair.
Recommended Commission Action: The Commission should take
immediate action to follow up on the verifiable problems identified by all
speakers, and require that such facilities are repaired.
B. Questions: Do these facility issues affect call completion, 9-1-1 access, or
dial tone access, and if so how? Do these issues reflect imminent threats
to the safety or the ability to make and complete calls? If so, please
identify which ones and where they are located.
Yes, these facility issues definitely affect dial tone access and the ability
to access 9-1-1 services by creating unreliable phone service for residents which,
in turn, create an imminent public safety threat should an emergency arise and
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http://www.mendocinobroadband.org/topics/special-sessions/; timestamp 19:30
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they cannot make a call for help. It is well known that during the winter rains in
Mendocino County, landlines go out. Sage Statham, manager for Mendocino
Community Network (MCN), testified during the PPH about the “crumbling
copper infrastructure that we deal with on a daily basis.” During the winter of
2015-16, with barely average rainfall, MCN had trouble tickets that were open
for several weeks without servicing. Mr. Statham emphasized that the
technicians themselves were hard-working and diligent, but there simply were
not enough of them to deal with the heavy volume of outages. He also testified
about the often “temporary” fixes that are put in place because “that is all the
technicians are able to do.”6 Mrs. Susan B. Hoy testified that “in the winter we
simply expect service to be non-functional, and that is a tragedy…and is the
difference between a 3rd and a 1st world nation…” She also testified about
outages experienced during winter storms or fires, and how outages affect her
personally. For example, when her husband had a heart arrhythmia, she didn’t
even try the phone because she “knew it wouldn’t work, and instead threw him
into the car and drove him to the hospital.” She (along with others) testified of
long wait times when calling AT&T about phone issues.7 Another speaker
testified that he was told by AT&T that landline service “was not available in his
community.” This same speaker told of a former Mendocino County Supervisor
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http://www.mendocinobroadband.org/topics/special-sessions/; time-stamp 2:54
http://www.mendocinobroadband.org/topics/special-sessions/; time-stamp 1:45
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whose phone quit working, and who tried unsuccessfully to get his connection
back, even paying his bill for a year without service ever being restored.8
When a landline phone does not function, it poses an imminent threat to
the person who is cut off from communication. The above testimony is from just
three out of 34 speakers. The hearing was held on a Friday at 2:30 pm, so
residents and officials took time off from their work, drove long distances, and
waited hours to speak. There were at least three people who had to leave after
waiting several hours without being called to speak. We appreciated the care and
respect exhibited by the Commissioner Sandoval during all testimony, but as
stated in recommended action to the previous question, each speaker’s testimony
should be followed up by the CPUC because when residents need a phone most,
such as during a storm, fire, or emergency, their phones need to work.
There were several residents who were on the speaker list, but had to
leave due to the hearing going past the publicized time. In addition, there are
some residents with persistent landline issues that were not able to attend the
hearing. We ask the commission to follow up on these organizations/individuals
as well:
Sally Griggs (on speaker list, but had to leave before called) - Howard Creek Inn
(hcr@mcn.org); 40501 N. Hwy One, Westport CA 95488. This B&B
typically loses their landline service 4 times/ winter with no cellular
available for days or even weeks at a time. There are up to 24 people per
night at the B&B who are without 911 services when landlines are out.
8

http://www.mendocinobroadband.org/topics/special-sessions/l timestamp 3:39
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Cancer Resource Center - landline has gone out for weeks at a time.
(sara@crcmendocino.org)
Camp Winnarainbow - (707) 984-6507, Laytonville (Frontier) - landline issues/
phones out for long periods of time when camp in session/kids on
premises.
John Pinches – former supervisor who could not get his landline fixed, referred
to by speaker Steve Dunnicliff (dunnicls@co.mendocino.ca.us) 9
The Commission should also verify that telecommunications carriers are
complying with the rules for reliable service by completing the currently
authorized, and now overdue, Network Evaluation Study. This study is for the
purpose of addressing the degraded state of network facilities. The Network
Evaluation Study was originally ordered in Decision 13-02-023 (February 28,
2013) and affirmed in Decision 15-08-041 (August 27, 2015). The original
unanimous decision stated that “a study of carrier network infrastructure,
facilities, policies, and practices as described in the scoping memo and ruling
issued on September 24, 2012, is a necessary foundational activity within this
proceeding to help gauge the condition of carrier infrastructure and facilities and
ensure the facilities support a level of service consistent with public safety and
customer needs.” Thirty months later, Decision 15-08-041 reaffirmed the need
for this infrastructure review stating that, “…the examination of the networks of
AT&T California and Verizon California Inc. ordered by Decision (D.) 13-029

http://www.mendocinobroadband.org/topics/special-sessions/l timestamp 3:39
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023 in this proceeding remains necessary, and directs staff to initiate this study
within six months of the adoption of this decision” (emphasis mine). As of today,
it has been 13 months since this decision, which is 7 months past the 6 month
deadline and in violation of the Commission General Orders. Evidence has been
presented at these hearings that there is still a strong need for this study.
We ask the Commission to act to update and enforce service quality
metrics, including timelines for service restoration and call wait times, and to
hold telecommunications carriers accountable to these metrics with fines if they
are not met.
C. Theme 5 - 9-1-1 and dial tone access and issues (including lack of
information available to PSAPs about 9-1-1 or dial tone outages and the
concerns this raises for public safety.
Mendocino is a large rural county, and covers 3,509 square miles of
rugged and forested land. Communities are isolated geographically, with long
driving times between them. There are four incorporated cities, three hospitals,
and nine Indian Reservations, including Round Valley Indian Reservation, the
second largest in California. Round Valley is especially isolated, and has lost
telephone service to their entire 983 prefix for four days and in some parts for
seven days. Reliable telecommunications is absolutely critical for public safety.
The Mendocino County Sheriff testified that during the 2014 outage, a
fiber break that caused the loss of critical telecommunications infrastructure for
eight coastal communities, he was not even aware of the outage for six hours!
Finally, a local fire chief called from his landline to the Sheriff’s home landline
on a Sunday afternoon and asked if the phone lines were down. Sheriff Allman
stated that he replied, “Of course not, if the lines were down we would have been
9

notified.”10 The Sheriff and his department did not know for six hours that an
estimated 20% of the county population had lost access to 9-1-1- services and
critical telecommunications services. This is plainly not acceptable.
D. Questions: Should the Commission require 9-1-1 or dial tone outage
reporting to PSAPs, the Commission, local government officials, CalOES,
and/or the public, and at what threshold of outage should such reporting
be required? Is 90,000 user minutes an appropriate threshold for outage
reporting in California, or another threshold, and if so why? Should
outage reporting be required in rural counties defined as those with a
population of less than 600 people per square mile or less, or in both rural
and urban counties, and if so why? Should all telephone corporations be
required to report such outages, or only a subset of such wireline or
wireless?
Yes, the Commission should require 9-1-1 or dial tone outage reporting;
as stated above, reliable communications are especially critical in rural counties
for public safety. Evidence has been submitted into the record by the Sheriff of
Mendocino County that notification of public safety officials does not necessarily
occur, and this lack of notification is unacceptable because it can have serious
negative impacts on the efforts of public safety officials. The Commission
should take action to require outage notification to all affected PSAPs and to the
County Sheriff. CalOES and the Commission also should be notified, as this
information is vital to inform the functioning of these agencies as well. The
public also needs notification so that they can take appropriate actions.
An outage threshold of 90,000 user minutes is an appropriate threshold
for reporting. The Network Outage Reporting Standard (NORs) reporting
threshold of 900,000 is woefully and completely inadequate for rural areas.
Reporting should not be based on population density; if based on a population
10http://www.mendocinobroadband.org/topics/special-sessions/;
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time-stamp 1:00

density of 600 people or less per square mile, almost all of a rural county would
be excluded from any reporting requirements, a situation which would obviously
be detrimental. In the above example, where the Sheriff was not notified of a
major communications outage, only one of the eight communities affected by the
outage has a population density of over 600 people/square mile (Fort Bragg).
The threshold of 90,000 user minutes is appropriate for rural counties, as this
would mean that an outage for a community of 300 households would require
reporting in five hours; and a community of 1,000 households would require
reporting in 1.5 hours. All telephone companies, both wireline and wireless,
should be required to report such outages, as households vary in which
technology they use. Many household in rural counties do not receive a mobile
signal, and rely exclusively on landlines and VoIP. In other areas, where a
mobile signal is received, households rely exclusively on cellular and wireless
VoIP. Both should be subject to reporting standards and thresholds.
The need for these reporting thresholds is also evidenced in the
Emergency Reliability and Public Safety Act (SB 1250) authored by Senator
McGuire. This bill originally would have changed the very high current outage
reporting thresholds (based on user-minutes) so that outages in rural areas are
reported to county and state Offices of Emergency Services. It would have
required carriers to inform the CPUC, County, and State OES within 30 minutes
of outages that last more than 30 minutes or have the potential to affect 75,000
user minutes in rural areas of the state. Unfortunately, this bill did not pass due
to intense lobbying from the telecommunications industry, not from lack of need.
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Sheriff Allman and local grassroots groups testified in Sacramento as to the need
for this legislation. We request that the Commission act to put residents of our
rural counties on an equal footing with residents of urban counties, and require
adequate notification at a level appropriate for rural counties.
Greater transparency between telecommunications companies and highranking county public safety officials such as the Sheriff are needed in other
matters affecting telecommunications, not just outages. These officials regularly
deal with sensitive and confidential information, and have protocols in place in
how they handle such data. If the Sheriff has an official request for confidential
information, and their knowing that information allows them to perform their
public safety function better, then telecommunications companies should be
required to comply with such data requests in good faith or to report to the
Commission why they are not able to do so. Mendocino Sheriff Allman stated in
his testimony that he believed that “redundancy meant redundancy”, and he
didn’t know about “diverse redundancy, which is what we actually need.”
Sheriffs deserve a higher level of disclosure of information than the general
public receives through press releases from the External Affairs Office of a
carrier. For example, AT&T told our county that the problem of outages has
been “fixed," but the Sheriff would like to know, and truly understand, the “how”
of that solution with a little more detail. Mendocino County truly wants to work
with AT&T as a partner, but there has to be more transparency at a higher level
because, as our Sheriff stated at the PPH, “I can keep a secret.”

12

We ask the Commission act so that when official requests from high-level
public safety officials for information in matters that potentially impact public
safety are made to telecommunications carriers operating in their county, those
carriers are required to provide that information in good faith, or to provide to the
Commission a valid reason as to why that information cannot be shared.
E. What steps should the Commission take to make it easier for the public to
report 9-1-1 and dial tone outage issues to the Commission? Should the
Commission develop a mechanism to make such reports public, including
publishing a map and comment board about outages and service
restoration that takes more than 24 hours, or other issues about
conformity to the Commission General Orders and Decisions?
The Commission should take steps to develop a reporting mechanism for
the public to both report and receive information on prolonged outages and
ongoing outages due to maintenance issues, as the availability of this information
to public safety officials and the public is essential. This is critical because
during a widespread outage, if the public can’t get information they call those
agencies where they hope they can get information, such as the Sheriff’s
Department. The Sheriff’s department is then overloaded with calls from the
public on whatever line might still be working, and if the outage were due to a
crisis of some kind, the efforts of that agency to deal with the crisis are impeded
by the lines being jammed with all the calls from the public. This happened
during the “sunny-day” outage of 2015, when luckily there was no “other” crisis
the department was dealing with.
The public must be able to receive accurate and timely information. This
allows other agencies to continue to function, keeps misinformation from
spreading, and limits chaos. During the widespread 2015 outage, the Broadband
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Alliance found that only 6% of residents reported that they felt “well -informed”
at the time. In regards to the smaller, on-going individual line outages, during
the winter storms of 2014, when many people’s landlines were out, there was no
way for the Sheriff and public officials to know whether the number of people
who could not access 9-1-1 was 20, 200 or 2000. This lack of information was in
stark contrast to the regular PG&E reports on the radio which would state
information such as, “PG&E reports that there are 135 houses without power on
the south side of Main Street, and repair is estimated to be by 4 pm today.” The
Commission should take action to develop a comparable requirement for
telecommunications companies to report to the public the number of lines
affected, and estimated time before repair. In addition, the Commission should
also not be swayed by AT&T promises that network upgrades have eliminated
the potential for widespread outages. The news of network upgrades is welcome
indeed and we are thankful that the outage potential has been greatly reduced, but
reporting requirements are still absolutely necessary to hold corporations
accountable to the public and because of the strong connection with public
safety.
Note that these reporting thresholds by telecommunications carriers will
not be able to catch the on-going but smaller number of household that lose
reliable service due to infrastructure issues, particularly those related to
deteriorating copper. For this reason, a method for the public to report outages
and for that information to be publicly available is necessary. We also repeat that
it is vital to complete the infrastructure review and service quality standards in
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combination with reporting thresholds so that holes in our public safety network
can be identified and closed, and not allowed to get bigger.
IV.

CONCLUSION
Mendocino County applauds Commissioner Sandoval and Commission staff for

traveling to Mendocino County to hold a PPH to hear directly from the people impacted
by telecommunication outages and service-related issues. With the continuing
deterioration of traditional phone service, and without a firm commitment to universal
broadband service, rural counties such as Mendocino are at a serious disadvantage.
Supervisor McCowen spoke at the close of the hearing and stated that: “It is our
hope that this hearing is a watershed event in our quest for a quality of service and
opportunity, and it has literally taken years for our voices to be heard…there really is a
problem, and it is deserving of a solution.” 11 A hearing means nothing, and certainly
will not be a “watershed event” if not followed up by action. We ask the Commission to
act in the interests of the rural residents of Mendocino County and the state by
responding positively to the recommendations provided in these comments in response to
this ruling.
Respectfully submitted,

Dated: October 4, 2016

/s/ Katharine L. Elliott
Katharine L. Elliott, County Counsel
County of Mendocino
501 Low Gap Road, #1030
Ukiah, CA 95482
Telephone: (707) 234-6885
Facsimile: (707) 463-4592
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Incident Report on Internet and Phone Outages in Mendocino County
On Sunday, August 3rd, 2014 at approximately 5:20 pm a “hit and run” accident in rural
Mendocino County took out 400' of aerial AT&T fiber optic cable. The consequences from this
single accident along the Comptche-Ukiah Road were dire and long-lasting: the loss of almost
every type of communication - telephone, Internet, cellular, and 911 services for an estimated
eight (8) communities1 situated along the Mendocino County coastline and loss of some cellular
service for three of the County’s inland areas for forty-five (45) hours. The exact number of
residents that were affected by the resulting communications breakdown is unknown, but is
estimated to be many thousands of people.
Mendocino County Sheriff Tom Allman estimated that 20% of residents lost their 911 services2,
which in a county with a population of approximately 87,000 residents would be 17,400 people.
The outage was lengthy because the AT&T backbone fiber network was not configured to be
redundant nor diverse with protection routing. This was not due to the lack of fiber in the
surrounding routes.
AT&T owns the Manchester cable landing station - critical US
infrastructure - just a short distance away from the fiber break. AT&T did provide diverse fiber
and protection for their cable station but elected not to provide the same for the surrounding
community and emergency services.
At this time inland, approximately 25 miles northeast of the coast a concurrent emergency was
developing: the Lodge Fire Complex (started July 31st) was growing from the wilderness area
where it started and beginning to threaten surrounding communities.3 The local Community
Center in Laytonville was designated as a Red Cross Evacuation Center for those residents who
might receive evacuation orders. Unfortunately, the fiber break impacted much of the cellular
services in this area, and many residents would not have been able to receive their “reverse
911” calls had such an evacuation warning/order been given. Firefighting efforts were also
complicated as a result of the fiber break (alternative satellite communications system had to
be supplied).

1

The coastal communities affected included: Albion, Little River, Comptche, Mendocino, Caspar, Fort Bragg,
Cleone, and Westport. Inland some cellular services were disrupted in the communities of Laytonville, Leggett,
and Branscomb.
2
As stated by Sheriff Allman at a meeting convened by Congressman Jared Huffman on 8/18/14.
3
The surrounding communities of Leggett, Tan Oak Park, Laytonville, Leggett, Cummings, BenBow Lodge, and the
Wilderness Lodge area of UC Berkeley’s Angelo Preserve were threatened, and some did receive evacuation orders
days later.

Broadband Alliance of Mendocino County
c/o Economic Development & Financing Corp.
631 S. Orchard Ave  Ukiah, CA 95482
MendocinoBroadband.org  707-354-3224

ATTACHMENT A

Documented Impacts to Residents
The Broadband Alliance of Mendocino County (BAMC) – a not-for-profit group in the County
dedicated to improving broadband access to Mendocino County residents – immediately
created an online survey for affected residents to fill out once their service was restored. The
purpose of this survey was to document how they were personally impacted by the outage (see
Appendix G). The initial survey was mainly advertised through “word of mouth”, radio Public
Service Announcements (PSAs), and newspaper articles. In the weeks following the outages,
741 responses were received. Survey respondents were asked to indicate exactly which
services they lost as a result of the blackout, and were given the opportunity to answer openended questions about how they were affected. BAMC volunteers then tagged certain
responses for follow up and clarification, and these respondents were asked to fill out a second
survey that contained “trigger” questions. These particular questions lead the respondent to a
hidden page that contained more specific inquiries to obtain targeted data. This follow up
survey can be found in its entirety in Appendix H.
Survey Sample Size
The responses represent a fraction of the total number of residents who were affected by the
communications breakdown resulting from the fiber break. We estimate that only 6.5% of
residents responded to this survey.4 This small sampling documents that residents were
impacted in a variety of ways, from minor inconveniences to life-threatening situations without
a means to communicate. There was also emotional distress from not being able to
communicate with elderly/disabled relatives, and almost all businesses reported suffering
economic impacts.
For a more realistic estimation of impacts, these results would have to be multiplied by an
unknown factor to represent the actual number of affected residents. As of this time, we have
been unable to obtain any documentation from ATT as to the official cause of the break nor the
number of consumers affected. The survey responses indicate a high level of frustration due to
lack of information from providers while the outage was in progress.
Emergency 9-1-1 Call Capability Losses
Out of 741 responses to the initial survey as of October 8, 2014, there were 285 residents
who reported losing their regular ability to place a 9-1-1 call, including:
 4 actual life-threatening medical emergencies
 39 disabled or elderly residents
 42 self-reports where respondents affirmed they felt that an internet and phone service
outage such as the one experienced on August 3-5, 2014 was a threat to their safety
4

The total number of surveys submitted (741) divided by the total population of the affected communities
(11,375)
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14 residents in the area of Laytonville who were potentially threatened by the Lodge
Complex fire and who lost the ability to receive status updates on the fire through any
form of communication (including texting, placing a phone call, or using internet
services to send/receive email or search for updates)

Economic Losses
Survey responses reveal economic losses from the outage at $215,622. Actual losses are
estimated to be in the millions of dollars. Please refer to Appendix A for these particular
responses wherein the respondent estimated their loss.
Communications Losses
The following is a graphical representation of Question #3, “Please indicate exactly which
services you lost during this time”:

ATTACHMENT A
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Categorical Groupings
All survey responses were grouped into the following categories using the qualitative analytical
technique of observer impression. Below can be found a table including each category, the
number of responses (“N=”), the percent of overall survey respondents that were grouped into
the category, and what BAMC considers an “epitomizing” quote for the category:
Category

# of
Respondents

% of Overall
Respondents

Epitomizing Quote

Actual LifeThreatening
Medical
Emergencies
(Appendix B)

4

0.5%

“My Mother quit breathing and it took me
awhile to get Skype up and running while
continuing mouth to mouth and trying to reach
a friend to call 911 for me. It was hell. She is ok
now.”

Disabled/Han
dicapped/Eld
erly
(Appendix C)

39

5.3%

“The biggest impact for our household was that
my grandmother lives with us and has lifeline. If
there had been an emergency while we were at
work she would not have been able to use her
button to get help from us or the hospital.”

Laytonville
Residents
Living within
5 Miles of
Active Fire
Boundary
(Appendix
D)

45

6.1%

“We were unable to find out if we needed to
evacuate.”

Banking
Interruption
(Appendix E)

33

4.5%

“My biggest concern was not having 911
emergency service available. I was also
concerned that the bank in which I keep
accounts was down and area stores were unable
to accept credit/debit cards, particularly the
grocery store. This outage must be considered
a 'wake-up' call and address possible future
incidents.”

Inability to
Use Credit
Card
(Appendix F)

17

2.3%

“Internet service was completely disrupted at
home and on my cell phone. I was not able to
use my navigation system. I was not able to
access my banking information, even when I
went to my local branch in person. ATM
machines and credit card machine were down
all over town.”
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Conclusions
Communication services today are integral to the functioning of our lives and of our
communities. We take it for granted that the services are there and will be there, and pay little
attention to the details and technicalities of how these networks are developed and deployed.
We trust our providers and regulatory agencies to make sure that proper guidelines are being
followed to create stability in such a vital infrastructure. Unfortunately, the scenario that
played out in our county brings to the forefront certain vulnerabilities. Specifically, the ones
that our communities face if a single vehicle can knock out telecommunications abilities for an
entire coast (and inland) for two days and bring almost all business activity to a halt.
This report documents the impacts such an event can have on a community, and should act as a
warning for all – communities, local government, emergency services, and regulatory agencies
whose function it is to oversee these networks. A loss of communications capabilities puts
everyone’s life at risk if they cannot place an emergency 9-1-1 call. What’s more, we feel
strongly that this occurrence was unnecessary. There are simple ways to ensure a backup
method of communication is in place in the event that a fiber-optic line is damaged.
It is our hope that this report galvanizes regulatory agencies in California and in Washington,
D.C. to require a backup method of communications to be in place. We expect the results of
this survey will bring awareness to just how interconnected the modern world is. Finally, that
the proper functioning of our communities is absolutely dependent on reliable, stable,
redundant and ubiquitous broadband networks.
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Appendix A – Economic Impacts
Response
#

Response

Estimated
Loss

Response
#1

With telephones and internet out for 2 days during our high season, guests
could not make reservations. We estimate loss revenue of $30,000-40,000.

Response
#2

25000

Response
#3

We lost sales because no phones or internet. The estimate loss of sales
16,000.

Response
#4

Lost untold emails from prospective guests for a vacation rental
home.Income loss estimated at 4k-12k.

$25,000

Lost contract on catering deal for a 4 day event for 150 people being held in
Elk late Aug as the people did not get a reply to several emails they sent
asking me for prices on various menus (they thought I was not interested
and found someone else). Estimated loss of 2k-2500 for the dates.
Response
#5

3000-5000 dollars per day lost due to no phone or internet bookings.

Response
#6

Hotel property: Direct online interface booking to our website caused an
estimated $10,000 loss over three days. Credit/Debit interface went down
so had to authorize cards by calling on. On average it took 2m:30s to
complete an authorization versus the standard computer authorization of
5s. We had approximately 250 authorizations during this time. 250 x 2m:25s
(increase in time spent due to outage) = Approx. 10 additional hours of
labor. At an average of $16/hr for supervisory access to authorize cards ($16
x 10hr) this $160.00 loss.

$16,000

$14,500

$10,000

Other losses include diminished guest and concierge service from not being
able to research local area information, responding in time to RFPs, general
e-mail correspondence on pressing matters, etc.
Response
#7

$40,000

$10,000

Our business is totally dependent on the internet.
1. Our point of sales system in retail business unable to run credit cards.,
2. Access to Email from our customers and prospective customers. We were
unable to deal with our contacts.

$10,000
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3. Our Customer Relationship Manager software, where all our customer
data is handled is on the internet so we could not access that.
4. We were unable to process sales and internet orders.
5. Our remote office could not communicate with corporate office.
6. We could not access our website and social media accounts.
7. Our students were unable to gain internet access.
8. Limited banking and ATM access
I estimate lost revenue was around $10,000 not including lost productivity
of dozens of individuals and stress.
Response
#8

Response

I was fortunate in that I never bundled my service. In my years of living on
the coast I have found that putting your eggs in one basket leaves you to
vulnerable. It is unfortunate that the large companies (comcast etc.) entice
customers to bundle in an area with poor infrastructure. I would say that the
business lost 10-15% of sales. This was only due to the fact that customers
were panicking and when people panic they do not spend! I would also say
that it is taking some time for customers to come back out and spend as
usual. Our sales continued to see a drop until just this Monday 8/11/14. We
also were not able to file claims with vendors on shipments we received
with damages. 99% of our vendors do all of their correspondence through
the internet via email. We had a few customers that tried to email us from
out of the area and they were annoyed at not being responded to as quickly
as they would have liked. The other challenge was not being able to balance
our accounts with our system quickbooks since we do that twice a week
with our online banking. My partners back went out during this time and we
had a great deal of difficulty making an appointment with the doctor. The
best part of it was he needed pain Meds and due to the pharmacy being
without internet we had to pay full value for his Meds 197.23 our usual co
pay is 20.00! More cash out of hand. If we were a young couple with
children this would and could be devastating. As for the dollar amount it is
still being tallied our loss of sales at the nursery would look like 3000.005000.00. We may end up with fees and the inability to get credit on
damaged items that were shipped in just before the outage.

$5,157

there was no way that I could work on the online TV show, and upload it, &

$5,000
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#9

out of about $5, 000 worth of sponsorships during that time.

Response
#10

I lost potentially $5,000 during the outage because I could not reach clients
and they could not reach me.

$5,000

Response
#11

Unable to input or access claims for customers. Take payments. Answer
coverage questions. Lost business to out of area providers. $5000

$5,000

Response
#12

I could do virtually no work for two days, which meant a loss of thousands of
dollars of business.

$4,000

Response
#13

Our business was shut down for 2 days with an estimated loss of business of
$3,500

$3,500

Response
#14

not able to offer remote support services inside or outside the outage area.
unable to place vendor orders via internet or phone. Unable to complete or
start projects requiring extensive data downloads. Estimated economic
impact=$3000.

$3,000

Response
#15

Probably cost us a few thousand in class registrations and room rentals people aren't patient if they can't reserve on the first call, or via paypal

$3,000

Response
#16

We lost all emails. We had no idea if we had on-line bookings and/or
requests for a reservation. We were forced to close off the ability for on-line
bookings through our website in fear of double bookings, etc. I'm sure we
lost several thousands of dollars.

$3,000

We could not take credit cards. We could not contact patients. we had many
people not show up because they werent able to be reached to confirm
their appointments. If I had to estimate how much we lossed, it would be
close to $3,000

$3,000

I was uninformed of a bid for a mural job in Napa at a winery. This is a
potential loss of several thousand dollars. The time of the bed ran out
before I got my service back. There was much stress and frustration
resulting. Then I was tardy responding to a request for services by a musical
performer. My frustration and stress levels are over the moon.

$3,000

I was on deadline to produce a video for my job and was unable to reach my
boss to let them know. A website launch was delayed. The dollar amount list
could be in the thousands

$3,000

Response
#17

Response
#18

Response
#19

Response
#20

For our retail store we were unable to process credit card sales, estimated
loss $1000 per day. For my vacation rental I had unhappy guests who had no
internet service and had to offer them credit during their stay. $75/day. For

$2,450
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my wholesale business we were unable to complete basic tasks and had to
close for the two days of the outage resulting in a loss of wages to
employees, $300.
Response
#21

Unable to accept debit or credit cards. About 1/2 of our customers pay by
card...about $1200/day.

$2,400

Response
#22

Probable loss reservations total nearly $2000.00 in gross value (about
$600.00 net).

$2,000

Response
#23

We are a computer repair company so our entire operation was shut down.
Without phone we can not contact or be contacted by customers. Without
internet we could not place orders, we could not complete repair and
upgrades for our customers nor create new repair and upgrade jobs. We
could not create invoices, make credit card sales, etc. Loss of revenue (each
day sales vary based on retail sales & repair jobs completed) could be
between $250 - $1000 each day. Employees were unable to work so they
will also have financial hardship due to this outage.

$2,000

Response
#24

$2000 lost revenue due to inability to accept credit cards

Response
#25

$1000 - $2000

Response
#26

My graphics business relies heavily on internet use; sending and receiving
orders and customer file, paying bills, and ordering supplies,etc. And
without phone service, I don't know who may have tried to place orders.
Regular customers not in the area were confused and worried, not know
what was going on. Hard to estimate dollar amount, couple thousand.

$2,000

As to our business we were unable to make or receive phone calls so
questions couldn't be answered, appointments made or changed and our
tax return processing couldn't go forward. The outage cost us over $2,000
in lost productivity.

$2,000

Response
#28

We could not take appointments and use credit card machine. We probably
lost $800 a day.

$1,600

Response
#29

We lost over 10 sales averaging $150 each because our credit card machine
was out

$1,500

Response
#30

$1500 in lost wages from lack of work on two of the busiest work days of
the week. During the busy season of work.

$1,500

Response
#27

$2,000

$2,000
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Response
#31

I was unable to give 9 therapy session via Skype at a loss of $1,350. I also
lost good will as I was unable to contact these clients to cancel, re schedule
these important sessions. I was also unable to use on-line banking upon
which I am dependent.

$1,350

Response
#32

Lost reservations, about $1250

Response
#33

I lost $1,200 of billable work time during the 2 days.

Response
#34

We had to turn away at least four people who wanted to make large
purchases at our gallery during the days of the outage. Art purchases are
based on emotional reactions and subjective appreciation. You never know
when someone will fall in love with a piece of art, and it was so
disappointing, both for the artists and for the potential purchasers, when we
had to turn them away because our credit card system was down. Those
people were in town for a short time only, and, unable to purchase their
chosen pieces at the time of their visit, those connections, relationships, and
sales were forfeit. I'd estimate we lost about $1200 in sales, but moreover,
we lost the opportunity to send our art home with the people who loved it.

$1,200

Business is vacation rental and potential customers were not able to contact
me...probably about $1000 loss. Thought emails would eventually come
through but they didn't. They were never re dived by VRBO.

$1,000

We definitively lost business on this day but probably only about $500$1000. Locals and visitors alike were very upset by the outage. Visitors left
town and locals stayed home, but either way, not many went shopping. We
went back to manual imprint machines for credit cards (which saved us) but
many people assumed we would be unable to take their money. In modern
life credit is money, being unable to process the transaction is unacceptable
and results in lost sales.

$1,000

Response
#35

Response
#36

$1,250

$1,200

Response
#37

1000

Response
#38

As a hotel part of a major chain, all of our systems rely on internet. This
rendered our computers useless for checking in and out guests. We had to
make a phone call every couple hours to have an updated arrival list faxed
to us which took about 20 min. each time. We could not processes credit
card so we could only imprint them and hope they were good. We missed
some online bookings. It took us 3 1/2 hours to input everything when

$1,000

$1,000
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internet came back on. I would say we loss about $1000.
Response
#39

Response
#40

Response
#41

Response
#42

Response
#43

Lost revenue was potentially around $1,000. Now I will have to make up the
missed time by working evenings and weekends. I missed an ad deadline not
knowing whether I could get the client's ad to the publication, which is out
of the area. And, I had client emergencies during the outage that I was
unable to respond to. This represents a loss of good will for my business,
which is not quantifiable.

$1,000

At __________, we were unable to get our daily order completed, which
meant a delay in receiving special book orders, new stock and the ability to
communicate with customers who placed web orders. As a business that
thrives on the ability to communicate quickly and efficiently with customers,
it made operations difficult at best. As a (retailer) (not owner or buyer) I
would personally estimate that we lost somewhere around $700-$900 in
productivity during the outage.

$900

We were not able to make or receive any phone calls, or communicate via
internet with any of our clients. In addition, I was not able to use my cloudbased design software effectively, nor was I able to use my cloud-based
accounting software.
A fair estimate of time lost for me is based on my shop's hourly rate of $50.
At two full business days of 8 hours each, that is $800.00. This does not take
into account the impact it has made on my clients who now have to wait
longer for contracted work due to the set back.

$800

Unable to correspond with customer inquiry for Wedding consult. I lost the
wedding booking because I was unable to reply to an email in a timely
manner. Estimated cost is unknown but my average wedding job is aprox
$500 - $800. Unable to communicate with customer about specific order
details and delivery arrangements. Luckily she was a good customer and
trusted me to work out the details of her order without her direction.
Luckily I did not loose revenue from this. For Celtic Creations, again we
were unable to communicate with a customer who was expecting an answer
to several emails and phone calls. She was frantic that we did not respond
and thought we were trying to rip her of for the $2000 she had already paid
for her custom order. Luckily she was very understanding when we were
finally able to contact her.

$800

I have a graphic design business. My clients and I couldn't even reach each
other for almost 2 entire working days. Also, I use a few programs in my
business through the internet, like my invoicing, time keeping and project

$750
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database. I lost about $750 of billable time during the outage. I couldn't
work on any client websites either.
Response
#44

Loss of revenue: Approx. $625.00

Response
#45

Estimate $600 sale lost

Response
#46

______ totally functions with internet and cell phone.. We could not
communicate at all with clients our potential clients. We lost at least $600
over the two days.

$600

I distribute educational films and I was unable to fulfill orders, respond to
phone correspondence, finalize e blasts - do any phone communication.
Basically my business came to a halt. Business lost aprox. $500.

$500

Response
#47

$625

$600

Response
#48

Business shut down for two days.$300-$500 lost.

Response
#49

No internet service for the business meant no email communication, online
reservations for customers were not available and no credit card processing.
Estimated loss of approximately $500.

$500

Response
#50

My business is entirely internet based, so I was completely unable to work
for 2 days. Estimated loss approximately $500-750.

$500

Response
#51

Not able to receive reservations from outside booking agency's or to adjust
room inventory online making it easy to oversell rooms causing us to cut off
renting rooms online (our main method) cost to business aprox 500.00
durring outage

$500

$500

Response
#52

500

Response
#53

I had to close my preschool for one and a half days because we have MCN
fusion and had no way of making an emergency phone call, no way of calling
parents of the children in an emergency, no one could call us in an
emergency, and our fire alarm was down to the fact that we had no phone
line that it could use. I was able to call only a linted amount of phone
numbers from my personal cell phone which is why I was able to stay open
just in the morning for those families who could be reached via my cell. I
had to turn people away if my cell could not connect with one of their
phones. We lost about $500 of revenue.

$500

$500
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Response
#54

I lost two days of work. This amounted to $400-500. I had to contact one of
my fellow consultants by phone and have her contact the rest of our team
and our employer to let everyone know that I was down...with no hint as to
when I would have internet service again. Our assignments have a definite
return time which put a strain on the rest of this 5-man team.

$500

Response
#55

450

Response
#56

$400 for the cancelled of one appointment to develop website & loss of two
half day work hours regularly scheduled.

$400

Response
#57

Likely a few hundred dollars. We were unable to publicize our upcoming
events or sell tickets for an extremely popular show. We saw a slight dip this
weekend in attendance as a result.

$400

Response
#58

At least one room could have been rented if not for the outage. Around
$400.

$400

Response
#59

My business lost the ability to receive new orders, and to provide needed
customer service. I lost at least one and maybe two orders adding up to
hundreds of dollors

$400

Lost revenue as a result of not being able to respond to a specific
reservation request for 3 nights in November. I had 24 hours to respond
before the request expired. Customer went elsewhere after 24 hrs. I lost
$360, plus it impacted my response rating in the Airbnb website, reducing
my response rate from 100% to 90% and affecting my standings in the
ratings.

$360

Response
#60

Response
#61

$450

Got behind on work & lost connections
Most likely list 2-300$$ income. Not too terrible , but more than I can afford
atm.

$300

Response
#62

Many people's phones were out and we were unable to reach patients. The
Fax machine was out.

$300

Response
#63

Selling my truck $3700.
$250

Loss of business $250.
Response
#64

As a Realtor, I was lucky not to have lost too much business. Maybe $200 in
lost broker price opinion jobs. But I potentially could have lost a big client,
and it caused me a lot of stress not knowing. And, it was out at work, all

$200
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over Mendocino, all over Fort Bragg, there was no where to go that it
worked!
Response
#65

see my response in #5. i estimate a loss of income of about $200

Response
#66

No fax or internet. (Our MCN fusion line is our fax line & internet only;
phones are via AT&T.) I had to spend an extra hour on the phone doing what
usually takes me a keystroke online. Add in possible lost business due to lack
of internet access to check inventory in our warehouse and it cost me
maybe $100.

$100

My Sister and Nephews are planning to visit this weekend and they cannot
call us on our landline. We had to purchase calling plans and dedicated
phone numbers from Skype. This has cost us $96.00 for the year.

$100

Response
#67

$200

Response
#68

It took longer to complete printing paperwork without the networkProbably about 1/2 hr longer than necessary- $50.

$50

Response
#69

My husband's construction business' bidding process was delayed. He had
to have things faxed to him that he couldn't receive on-line and he had to
pay $30 for a set of plans he couldn't view on-line.

$30
$215,622

Total
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Appendix B – Reports of an Actual Life-Threatening Medical Emergency
Response #1

Response #2

Response #3

Response #4

I had to call 911 for emergency services, but could not call 911 via Skype; which I had
luckily just set up. I had to call a friend who then in turn called 911 for me At the time
I was giving my Mother mouth to mouth between trips to the computer. This was a
terrifying experience, and we were told by AT&T they had fixed the problem. They did
NOT fix it yet and we have another repair order to which they say they will respond by
the 5th days evening. We will have had sketchy service for at least two weeks.
Amazingly enough, my husband had to go to the E.R. at the hospital during this outage.
A volunteer firefighter had been at our house the previous day monitoring my
husband's vital signs and had given me the idea of driving down to the Mendocino
Volunteer Fire Department at the bottom of LIttle Lake near the highway. So on
Tuesday afternoon August 5th I did just that and luckily found the ambulance and one
of the EMTs there, who got the emergency services going and my husband was
transported to the hospital. This story has a happy ending and it was more
straightforward for me getting help because I live less than a mile from the firehouse
and because I was in touch with a volunteer firefighter, but I can imagine for someone
living more remotely, such a situation could easily turn into a life or death situation.
There was a bridge game with 12 people playing at the Woods when one person went
into a diabetic faint. No phones and no cell. One person's phone worked and the fire
dept. came, later an ambulance. Very scary and frightening.
Unable to work from home due to Internet being down. Also we rely on Skype for
phone contact (no cell phonereception here). So we were effectively cut off
completely. My wife and her adult sone are both disabled. she has
copd and he is a severe paranoid schizophrenic with multiple diagnosis. To be left with
no phone communication was terrifying ! Moreover, he was due for a vital injection (3
weekly) which stabilizes his illness enabling him to deal with day to day life, but was
delayed by 2 days as a direct result of internet failure, causing the pharmacist to be
unable to process his prescription through Medi-Cal. Very disturbing !!!!
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Appendix C – Disabled/Handicapped/Elderly
Response #1

I am disabled and a fall risk--if I fall I cannot get up without help. I could not use my cell
phone so I could call for help if I fell. I felt very vulnerable, isolated, and scared. I was
without all internet services - I could not contact my MD ( I was waiting for some test
results )...more unnecessary worry! My family could not call to check up on me as they
usually do on a regular basis.

Response #2

My wife and I are ill, (cancer) and my wife could not report testing results via Internet as
required. Both phone and internet, (MCN Fusion) were gone. Local radio lacked info,
was beyond "inconvenient" and strange as to a lack of news on it via radio. (Very spotty
on Coast radio when we tried to listen for news). Our station is normally good as to such
events, but on this one, it was deplorable.

Response #3

My rheumatologist had emailed me with important drug information due to my
changing health. I did not realize he had responded via email on Sunday night. Several
days past before I discovered I was to change my drug regimen. This was not critical,
but may have saved me several days of pain.

Response #4

I am disabled and in a medical clinical trial. I was unable to contact the administrator of
the trial to report on aspects of the effects of the medication I am taking.

Response #5

86 y.o. stroke victim & housebound mother was unable to use phone, and her phonebased 'First Alert' necklace was also inoperative. No 911.

Response #6

I work from home and rely on my MCN Fusion and Verizon wireless. Because I was
unable to connect (even went searching in Fort Bragg) I had to get in my car and drive 4
hours to my company's office in the South Bay in order to get my work done. I lost a
day's worth of work time and lost points with my employer who allows me to work from
home. My elderly mother-in-law, who lives from home in the town of Mendocino did
not have a phone line and was unable to call for help. She is not able to leave the house
alone to get help should she have needed it.

Response #7

I was home from 5 days in the hospital for spinal surgery. I had just been home for a
week and was on a great deal of pain medication as well as being physically very
vulnerable. My partner was not able to be home with me 24/7, so it was disconcerting
for both of us. Being basically bed bound and only getting up with a walker to use the
modified bathroom was potentially dangerous, especially with no ability to call for help
if I needed it. I am 62 and have had both knees and hips replaced, with the last hip
replacement having been in January. If this is going to be an ongoing issue on the coast,
I may need to start thinking about relocating.

Response #8

I am disabled and the internet is my main connection to the world outside my home.
We don’t have a land line, and t0mobile was down also. We could occasionally (twice)
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get two bars from StaightTalk and were able to complete one call to let the family know
we were safe.
Response #9

could not call sister who had surgery 4 hrs away. could not contact ANYONE. I am over
71...if I had an emergency and needed help....I would be out of luck.

Response
#10

unable to make ANY phone calls or log on. as a disabled person living alone, it was very
isolating.

Response
#11

We are both in our 80's and had no phone, cell phone or email. We would not have
been able to contact any one in an emergency.

Response
#12

Totally cut off
Husband is a heart patient and occasionally needs 911. Scarry

Response
#13

My wife is an advanced cancer patient and I have a serious heart condition. We would
not have been able to seek assistance during this time, had either of us needed extra
care.

Response
#14

My daughter is disabled. She lives in FB. I had to drive in to check on her as I could not
get her by phone and she could not get me. Connection is vital for her.

Response
#15

It was difficult to not be able to call my 80 year old mother, who needs me regularly.
She could not call me either, she only had a Verizon phone which did not work until
Monday. Her house phone is U Verse as is her internet.

Response
#16

Aside from the usual social connections, which can be postponed for a few days, I was
very anxious during the shut-down, due to health issues. I tend to have A-Fib
periodically and am at risk for stroke. I know that I am just a phone call away from life
or death, should my A-Fib not resolve on its own. I live alone, so it is absolutely vital for
me to have access to emergency services via phone.

Response
#17

I have a disabled daughter at home, and we could not reach her caregiver....no 911
service. Very scary.

Response
#18

My husband and I are seniors. I am disabled and unable to walk (more than a few steps)
and stand (for a few seconds). My chronic illness requires me to be able to call for help,
if I have to. I didn't feel secure because of the outage. Also, I work from home via the
internet and phone, so I was unable to work and earn an income. I had to cancel phone
meetings with clients because of the outage. This was a sacrifice as we are low income,
and need every opportunity to earn money that comes along. We did finally go to the
library to use their internet but I couldn't stay very long as my back condition is very
painful once I'm out of bed. My husband was also inconvenienced in his personal family
matters which required him to talk to his bank back East on a public phone. So he lost
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privacy, timeliness, and access to his files while making this call. It became very
complicated, unfortunately.
Response
#19

Unable to reach elderly friends on the coast to monitor their welfare.

Response
#20

Couldn't contact my doctors (recent amputee) or caregivers

Response
#21

I am in poor health, living alone, and my distant family was frantic when they could not
reach me. And I could not have called for help if needed.

Response
#22

I was unable to listen to my voicemail on my iPhone. When assisting a hospice patient
was unable to communicate using iPhone and iPad. Was unable to use landline at
hospice patient's location to send or receive calls.

Response
#23

Internet and cell. But we have land line for phone so home life was not seriously
impacted

Response
#24

Handicapped and homebound. No ability to call for help (911) or find out what is going
on. Thank goodness for my neighbors!

Response
#25

Anxiety producing and fear with no phone in home in case of emergency especially with
two disabled persons here.

Response
#26

My kids were coming into town and I had know way to get in touch with them.

Response
#27

I had no phone service at all. Could not call an ambulance, a friend, no 911. My Great
Call Emergency device (push a button for help) stopped working. I live alone and am
quite old and hoped nothing would happen because there was no way to call for help
from inside the house. Outside, at least I could have yelled!

Response
#28

I am a single older person living in an isolated area. Should an emergency occur, I would
be helpless.

Response
#29

My husband has Alzheimer's. I was very anxious about having a medical emergency. My
cell worked, but only intermittently, probably due to volume. Also, when a caregiver
was with my husband for a few hours, I was nervious about her not being able to reach
me.

Response
#30

As a currently disabled senior, I was unable to communicate the need for assistance,
should that arise. Also unable to communicate with family out of the area. I live alone,
so this is crucial.

Response

Answering on behalf of my 80 year old mother who was without her phone service from
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#31

Sunday afternoon until Tuesday afternoon, This also affected her lifeline contact to the
outside world. It also cut her off from her children and any medical or emergency
contacts!

Response
#32

I live alone and am 76 years old. My life is very lonely and scary without my internet
connection. Hald my friends didn't even have a phone due to the interruption in
service.

Response
#33

Handicapped person unable to maintain contact with care givers/support services

Response
#34

I am a senior and having no access to phone 911 was troubling having fallen and broken
my shoulder 2 years ago.

Response
#35

My husband is disabled, and we were fearful of the phone lines not working.

Response
#36

Inconvenience: couldn't use the ATM in town, couldn't take care of banking and other
business online as expected.

Response
#37

Inconvenience: couldn't use the ATM in town, couldn't take care of banking and other
business online as expected.

Response
#38

Recently diagnosed with cancer, & advised to make treatment decisions ASAP, I lost
two days I urgently needed to research technical sources, connect with medical people,
gather information & resources, rearrange my schedule, set dates for treatments, etc.
Being suddenly unable to reach me distressed my out of town family & friends.
Also, I am caring daily for a friend undergoing cancer chemotherapy. She was suffering
great discomfort & was realistically anxious that her condition could go critical while 911
was unreachable. She could not have walked or driven to the local firehouse. She was
also distressed to be out of touch with her support system locally & elsewhere. Her
several caregivers could not check in with her or each other except in person.

Response
#39

As an individual, I was disturbed at not being able to make any phone calls from my
home. I am in good health, but I am 65. My brother who lives with me is disabled. I also
have a 2 1/2 year old grandson living with me. If any of us had needed medical
assistance, we would not have been able to call 911. Also, we are in the middle of a
drought and a hazardous, dry fire season. What if a fire had started nearby? I also
thought to myself, well, if thieves are aware of this outage, now is their big chance to
commit some robberies, as people will not be able to call the police.

Response

I lost basic 911 services for 3 days.
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#40
I am disabled and had no way to contact Police, Ambulance or Fire Station
Response
#41

unable to make connections for a trip on Tuesday, inconvenient not to have access for
information which we seek often, scary not to have 911 (elderly) available, no cash
available, isolation, friend and professional communications suspended
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Appendix D - Laytonville Residents Living within 5 Miles of Active Fire Boundary
Response
#1

My husband is in very poor health, and suffers from COPD and CHF. This "outage" occurred
during the worst wildfire in our area (Laytonville) in many years. Had my husband
experienced a serious respiratory episode due to the very thick smoke that blanketed our
neighborhood, I would have been completely unable to contact 911 or ANYONE by phone,
for that matter. on the bright side, I expect my phone bill to be lower this month, seeing as
how we were without service for 3 days. also, I was expecting several important callbacks
from potential employers and one from a county social worker. the outage managed to
delay our receiving much needed food stamp aid.

Response
#2

We were unable to find out if we needed to evacuate.

Response
#3

Fire within miles and couldn't get any info

Response
#4

I had no service for three days, and called verizon, because I was told that We use their
towers, and reported the problem, I was told by the Verizon rep that there had been no
problems in our area.Nobody in our town had service, it was an emergency situation as We
had and still have a huge fire burning dangerously close to Us, and evacuation orders were
even given.No 911, and even the firefighters couldn;t get reception on their cells either.As it
turns out, it happened precisely at the time that an accident in Fort Bragg, Ca. had damaged
a large section of fibreoptic cable, and noone has acknowledged it, but We are sure that
was the reason We lost our service, even though We are several miles inland from Ft. Bragg.
As soon as the fibre optic line was repaired, our cell service came back.I would like to see a
redundancy service to provide cell service to outlining areas, especially for emergency calls.

Response
#5

Without wireless service and living in such a remote area AND it being during a wildfire we
had no updates from Cal Fire.

Response
#6

no access to any type of communication during an emergency, that is, a wildfire

Response
#7

During fire breakouts, we had no communication with family and loved ones.

Response
#8

Could not stay in contact with my family, including my mother who lives in Laytonville, near
the fires.

Response
#9

Unable to reach neighbors at possible risk in Lodge Fire

Response

We have a fire raging in our area with cautions from Cal Fire to keep close to the phone in
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#10

case for evacuation. When the phones didn't work as well as internet, we were in the dark
about evacuation notices. We could access radio for emergency but could not access phone
internet. Very un-nerving.

Response
#11

We were unable to contact our doctor or our family members to tell them not to worry
since they couldn't reach us. No ability to reach emergency numbers. Very dangerous. We
could not reach anyone in the area of the Lodge Fire, where we have properties and dear
friends.

Response
#12

It was inconvenient and scary not to be able to make or receive phone calls during the big
forest fire near my house. I also had no internet so I couldn't check status of fire or send or
receive e-mail messages as an alternative to making phone calls.

Response
#13

I was having difficulty getting updates on the lodge fire

Response
#14

In the area of Laytonville, after about 10 am I couldn't receive or make calls from my own
device. It took me several tries/re-sends to get text messages to go through. My parents
were out town and live in the Branscomb area and we're unable to get a hold of me. They
were very worried about their home and me because of the fire. as soon as I git close
enough to Willits to get cell service, I had signal again, so I was only having trouble in the
Laytonville area. Many people in my area have gone to using cell phones and have
eliminatedtheir land lines. I was unable to call students and parents during our school
session as well as other colleagues. Lucky, I didn't have emergency reasons to have to
contact anyone, but if I had it would have been very difficult if not impossible. At LHS, we
use Verizon hot spots for internet service and I had no access to inherent. As a high
schoolteacher, I rely heavily on this service to access records, take attendance and even
access the printers. I was unable to do any of it during that time.
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Appendix E – Banking Interruption
Response
#1

This impacted our family in many ways. My husband is the manager of a local Bed and
breakfast in Mendocino, this impacted them an many levels. My son does online school, he
was in the middle of an essay when the internet went out. He lost 2 days of work and was
not able to turn it in on time, making his grade drop. I also use email to keep in touch with
my sons oncologists. We were not able to secure his appointments because the internet
was down. Many stores and banks could not accept my debit or credit cards, and I did not
have enough cash on hand.

Response
#2

Could not complete internet searches and transactions. Could not do banking.

Response
#3

My wife & I were vacationing in Ft. Bragg. For two & a half days we were unable to contact
our family, access our money via on-;ine banking or do normal purchasing with local
businesses or any of the activities a tourist would do.

Response
#4

I was to have installed a new Docsis 3 higher speed modem day of event. Not only lost
critical internet, banking, medical, product purchase and skype and email contract, but had
to send back modem and drop plans for additional Comcast service.

Response
#5

Inability to communicate with those who had no service; difficulty making mobile phone
calls (US Cellular) only because their system was overloaded intermittently (probably due to
data overuse since that was the only way to send/receive data for those whose internet was
down.) Inability to use ATM (but the teller/humans were helpful in the bank; and other
services were available using the bank's 800# from my land line that was NOT affected
(95410 zip code).

Response
#6

I was unable to communicate with my children or grandchildren by phone or email. I was
unable to deposit checks in bank or pay bills. Fortunately I did not have an emergency as I
would not have been able to call for help. Fortunately I had cash for the grocery store as
they could not process my debit card.

Response
#7

I was in the middle of a transfer of funds from one local bank to another... Because of the
outage, my transfer was delayed which resulted in an overdraft at the receiving bank. I was
assessed a penalty fee (which the bank refunded afterwards), but it was a big hassle and
caused me considerable stress.

Response
#8

No cel phone service at home no internet either. Our bank could not give out more than
100.00 due to their system being down. Many shops & restaurants could not take credit
cards as their systems were down. Basically if you have come to rely on your ATM/visa mc
card you were in trouble. If you had very little cash on hand when this started it could have
been bad. Then there's the gas pumps not working as well due to no cards being accepted.
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Response
#9

My funds in my bank were not available to me.

Response
#10

Luckily my cell works at my house so we were covered for an emergency. Online banking
was affected though.

Response
#11

could not do online banking or check and send emails.

Response
#12

We had no cell, phone or internet service. We were unable to meet financial obligations via
on-line banking. A trip to Fort Bragg to the bank did not help as they were also unable to
transfer funds.
The grocery stores could not accept debit cards so I was limited to a cash purchase. I saw
many people just leaving their full grocery carts because they could not pay.
My verizon cell phone received voice mail, so I made several trips to Fort Bragg, where my
phone worked, to answer important calls.

Response
#13

I could reach my son since he only has a cell phone, I could not do my online banking.

Response
#14

My bank could not update my account balance to reflect my deposited paycheck because
they weren't connected. I couldn't pay bills online. I couldn't communicate with family on
the east coast through email or social media. I was able to watch my paid cable station like
HBO, etc, but lost basic local networks (channels 1-7). I had a limited capacity to text and
make phone calls; the texts and calls would sometimes go through and sometimes not.

Response
#15

Had to spend money on rentals. Could not pay online bills

Response
#16

Unable to contact our elderly parents. Unable to facetime with our grandchild. Could not
access our online bank accounts-pay bills, etc.

Response
#17

could not correspond with anyone; could not work since everything is run through comcast no phones, no computer, could not use atms to get cash and coudn't use credit or debit
cards

Response
#18

As an individual I lost internet at home (comcast) as well as cell service ((ATT). Interfered
with my banking, ability to schedule medical appt, and the pharmacy was unable to access
my insurance to cover a prescription I needed.

Response
#19

The lower cable channels on Comcast were effected . I couldn't get money from the savings
bank atm. No phone, cell, or internet. Kind of creepy
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Response
#20

could not wthdraw money from the bank... what? without internet service my money is no
longer mine?? what?? no disaster recovery plan from the banks? makes me want to
withdraw my funds and bury them in the yard.

Response
#21

No phone (including 911) or internet. No access to bank account.

Response
#22

My biggest concern was not having 911 emergency service available. I was also concerned
that the bank in which I keep accounts was down and area stores were unable to accept
credit/debit cards, particularly the grocery store. This outage must be considered a 'wakeup' call and address possible future incidents.

Response
#23

Failure to access media services, access ATM services, or utilize credit card at local business'.

Response
#24

I couldnt put money into my bank to pay my bills i couldnt even take any money out. I
couldbt even go online and pay my bills. I ended up with late fees.

Response
#25

Internet service was completely disrupted at home and on my cell phone. I was not able to
use my navigation system. I was not able to access my banking information, even when I
went to my local branch in person. ATM machines and credit card machine were down all
over town.

Response
#26

I was unable to contact family members by phone, U-verse Voice, to let them know what
had happened and why I was not on the internet and why my phone was busy. Banks and
stores were just a little inconvenient.

Response
#27

Unable to access email, facebook, banking, etc

Response
#28

Unable to contact family to let them know I was OK. Husband is out of town and had to go
to the Advocate Facebook page to see why I wasn't answering phone. Had there been an
emergency, I would not have been able to call 911. Companies have encouraged us to do
everything online, I was unable to conduct personal business. Unable to do transaction at
post office. They couldn't process credit card and I couldn't get cash from ATM.

Response
#29

Several businesses were closed or impaired. I was unable to make banking transactions and
missed scheduled computer maintenance

Response
#30

Inconvenience: couldn't use the ATM in town, couldn't take care of banking and other
business online as expected.

Response
#31

Inability to access ATM, send a display ad proof to newspaper, call home to disabled spouse,
complete prescription order
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Response
#32

Loss of emergency, business, and banking services in a geographically isolated area.

Response
#33

I use an online business service called Airbnb to supplement my income. My business is
rated by how soon I respond to a customer inquiry.
I had a customer who was having an emergency and she could not get in touch to tell me
she would not be arriving at the time we agreed upon.
I was not able to withdraw money from my bank account and was not able to pay bills
online. This is the first week of the month when I pay bills.
My wages are on automatic deposit and I could not receive them when they were due to be
deposited causing late fees on some bills.
Also, I work for a retail business that could not run credit cards for purchases.
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Appendix F – Unable to Use Credit Card
Response
#1

This impacted our family in many ways. My husband is the manager of a local Bed and
breakfast in Mendocino, this impacted them an many levels. My son does online school, he
was in the middle of an essay when the internet went out. He lost 2 days of work and was
not able to turn it in on time, making his grade drop. I also use email to keep in touch with
my sons oncologists. We were not able to secure his appointments because the internet
was down. Many stores and banks could not accept my debit or credit cards, and I did not
have enough cash on hand.

Response
#2

My wife & I were vacationing in Ft. Bragg. For two & a half days we were unable to contact
our family, access our money via on-;ine banking or do normal purchasing with local
businesses or any of the activities a tourist would do.

Response
#3

My biggest concern was not having 911 emergency service available. I was also concerned
that the bank in which I keep accounts was down and area stores were unable to accept
credit/debit cards, particularly the grocery store. This outage must be considered a 'wakeup' call and address possible future incidents.

Response
#4

Failure to access media services, access ATM services, or utilize credit card at local business'.

Response
#5

Internet service was completely disrupted at home and on my cell phone. I was not able to
use my navigation system. I was not able to access my banking information, even when I
went to my local branch in person. ATM machines and credit card machine were down all
over town.

Response
#6

Unable to contact family to let them know I was OK. Husband is out of town and had to go
to the Advocate Facebook page to see why I wasn't answering phone. Had there been an
emergency, I would not have been able to call 911. Companies have encouraged us to do
everything online, I was unable to conduct personal business. Unable to do transaction at
post office. They couldn't process credit card and I couldn't get cash from ATM.

Response
#7

Inconvenience: couldn't use the ATM in town, couldn't take care of banking and other
business online as expected.

Response
#8

We were traveling and unable to contact family. We got separated from my granddaughter
and by the time we got to her she was in a panic. Tried to use my credit card but was
unable.

Response
#9

Many local vendors were not able to process our debit and credit card transactions... Of
course email was down, it did make us take a look at our slowly developed dependence on
digital communications. I do think that we can do without in the time of emergency as we
do with the occasional power outage. OBTW, ham radio communications work just fine for
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these emergencies.
During my working career as an engineer I would never design a system with a single point
of failure. Shame on you AT&T.
Unable to get news from any bay area TV stations, nBC,abc,CBS,pbs. Unable to reach
neighbors during disaster drill who had Verizon and some att residence phones were
out...but not all. Unable to use ATM to get cash or credit cards at most business
establihments. 911 was impacted.
Response
#10

My husband is a deputy sheriff, not only did he get called in hours before his shift to cover
parts of the county that did not have 911 service available, we were unable to stay in
contact with each other. Our land line was patchy at best, and we had no cell service to text
each other. Our home is in a rural area, we have equipment hooked up to our internet so
we have cell service, we were unable to connect to the internet or call anyone. We could
not purchase anything in town as I do not always keep cash on me and all credit card
services were down. I could not purchase my babys medicine or buy groceries. The whole
town was shut down.

Response
#11

Was not able to use a debit card. credit only. Was not able to get cash back. Not able to
get cash from ATM. Cut off from internet. Not able to post news or photos, access email,
Facebook, etc. At a local store the new fax machine was connected to Internet, would not
work. Older model worked. Kids could not access apps . People who used debit cards
only, could not get gas. Terminals down. Gossip changed about what occurred. No one
seemed to know. Some thought wildfires responsible. News was vague about when it was
getting fixed. More people out and about . I was trying to contact someone and was upset
they didn't phone back, so I phoned a friend . We knew almost immediately because every
phone was busy and ATMs were down. I was able to post it, before I lost cell phone service
and notified someone in charge of County disaster emergancies. I also phoned Comcast and
they told me the outage had been reported.

Response
#12

Could not use a credit card at various stores in Fort Bragg. ATM not available.

Response
#13

Unable to use debit card at market and post office. Unable to register easily for classes at
Mendocino College in Fort Bragg. Unable to use cell phone.

Response
#14

Unable to use credit card to by gas - tank empty and not enough cash on me to buy.

Response
#15

The loss of internet service was inconvenient, but not a serious problem for me. The loss of
cell phone service was more disruptive, since I was unable to communicate normally with
my family during the day, but this caused no serious problems. Some stores where I
normally shop were unable to take credit/debit cards, so I used cash and delayed major
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shopping plans for when services returned. I was disturbed to hear that some people were
unable to call 911, and I was concerned about businesses in the area that were unable to do
their work.
Response
#16

Could not search for materials to repair my home, $ were not available, credit and debit
transactions were not possible - cash only in my town, couldn't pick-up my RXs.
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Executive Summary
On September 3, 2015 at 9:55 a.m. fiber cable owned by AT&T located in a remote area of
Mendocino County was cut by vandals, resulting in a widespread telecommunications network
failure across the 3-county region of Mendocino, Humboldt and Del Norte counties, as well as
possibly affecting areas of Sonoma, Lake, and Trinity. The lack of redundancy and diversity in
AT&T’s infrastructure and the dependence of other providers on AT&T’s fibe , caused a loss of
services for 24 hours across Mendocino County. This was the fourth outage in the county in the
past 13 months. In August 2014 a 45-hour outage severely impacted 8 communities along the
Mendocino Coast. There were two smaller outages in Covelo and Laytonville earlier this year.
And most recently, on December 9th Humboldt County experienced an outage that caused loss
of service to an estimated 90,000 residents.1
The Sept. 3rd 2015 outage impacted services including Internet, mobile telephone, landline
telephone, business processes such as fax and credit card processing and most critically, loss
of 9-1-1 services from seven Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs). Mendocino County
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was activated at level two at 10:45 a.m., re-routing all
incoming 9-1-1 emergency calls to a secondary PSAP. Although re-routing of the 9-1-1 system
occurred quickly, many people still could not call 9-1-1 or receive reverse 9-1-1 calls because
the service remained out on their end. In the EOC center, OASIS Communication, a portable
radio communication system, and satellite phone and internet were all activated; the Mendocino
Ham Radio Team was activated and deployed to the EOC and hospitals. An Incident Command
for California Highway Patrol and Cal Trans was established at Howard Forest. At 9 a.m. the
following day, service was restored and the EOC deactivated.
The primary focus of this report is the impacts in Mendocino County. A 33-question online
survey was launched four days after the outage to document impacts to residents and
businesses, with 627 responses received. Broadband advocacy groups feel that it is vitally
important to document these impacts to ensure that when policy makers are considering
legislation on these issues, rural voices are heard and their concerns made a part of the policy
discussions.
Survey responses verified that the outage a fected 25 out of 28 zip codes in Mendocino County
alone, with anecdotal evidence that the 3 unrepresented zip codes were affected as well.
Survey results showed that 96% of respondents lost some or all forms of communication. 96.5%
of the 364 business and organization/government respondents indicated that they were
impacted, ranging from reduced capacity to function to having to close their doors, with 47% of
businesses/organizations reporting loss of income. Mendocino County can’t afford to continue to
experience the consequences of outages. The toll is too high and even more severe outcomes
than we have experienced so far are possible.
This report recommends changes to address these critical issues: 1) The connections of all
AT&T in-county central offices and regional tandem offices should be fully redundant an
1

Dec. 10th, 2015 Press Democrat article by Julie Johnston
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diverse. 2) Redundancy and diversity should be supported by a competitive multi-carrier
environment. 3) Emergency 9-1-1 PSAPs should be interconnected with an engineered solution
that ensures that all dialed 9-1-1 calls always reach a staffed PSAP. 4) Mendocino County
should develop and adopt countywide Broadband Goals and a Broadband Plan with specific
strategies to meet these goals. 5) Fiber routes should be inventoried and any cabling that is
currently un-secured should be secured. 6) Improvements in communications and protocols
should continue to be developed with the incumbent Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier (ILEC),
AT&T.

Introduction
On Thursday, September 3rd, 2015 at 9:55 a.m., the northern California coastal region
experienced a telecommunications network failure that resulted in the loss of various services in
the 3-county region of Mendocino, Humboldt, and Del Norte, affecting thousands of residents,
businesses, and public agencies. This outage was due to a single-point of failure in inter-office
facilities operated by the Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier (ILEC), AT&T California. The 96fiber optical cable was cut/vandalized south of Ukiah along the North Coast Railroad Authority
tracks near Henry Station Road, west of the Highway 101 corridor. The cable was located in an
area where mudslides had previously occurred. The cable was raised out of the ground and
secured by steel posts, leaving it vulnerable to vandals. Although AT&T maintains that all
network information is proprietary and will not comment on it, it appears that AT&T routes traffic
for all of its Mendocino County exchanges to / from the outside world via the tandem office in
Santa Rosa, with the Ukiah Central Office serving as one of four trunked 9-1-1 hubs for the
area. Thus, when the fiber was cut south of Ukiah and resulted in widespread outages, we can
deduce that AT&T does not have the redundancy or diversity to re-route traffic to Santa Rosa,
and the fiber cut isolated both the Eureka and Hopland remote switches. The Verizon
exchanges are similarly routed, as they rely on the dominant in-region ILEC for transport.

Background of Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) Outages
Similar network failures have occurred in the recent past. Approximately 13 months ago
(August 2014) a 45-hour outage severely impacted 8 communities along the Mendocino Coast.
This outage was documented with a county Incident Report which was submitted to the
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) and other agencies, including the Federal
Communications Commissions (FCC). Smaller failures have occurred in Covelo (700 people, 3
hours on August 27, 2015) and Laytonville (Spring 2015). Outages with significant impact have
occurred in Humboldt County as well. Most recently on December 9th, a widespread outage
caused the loss of services for an estimated 90,000 residents, while earlier outages in
2006/2007 resulted in the addition of route diversity in the form of Route 36 (completed in 2011)2
and studies for additional diversity on Route 299.3
2

http://www.neratech.net/docs/Blackout.pdf

3

From a 2012 article (http://www.northcoastjournal.com/humboldt/occupy-broadband/Content?oid=2166837), it
appears that several providers have leased fiber on this diverse Hwy 36 route: Suddenlink, 101Netlink, PG&G and
AT&T. AT&T has not stated why this redundant pathway seemed to fail in this recent outage. The route 299 feasibility
study is found here: http://redwoodtech.org/sites/default/files/final-report-firstmile.
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Mendocino County Response
The loss of 9-1-1 services from seven Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs) and loss of
communications created a critical situation for the safety of county residents. Mendocino
County Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was activated at level two at 10:45 a.m. re-routing
all incoming 9-1-1 emergency calls to a secondary PSAP at the CAL FIRE Howard Forest
station. Additional dispatchers were sent to Howard Forest to help with the increased call
volume and to assist Howard Forest dispatch as they normally do not handle law enforcement
emergency calls. In addition, an Incident Command for California Highway Patrol and Caltrans
was established at that location. Although re-routing of the 9-1-1 system occurred quickly, many
people could not call 9-1-1 or receive reverse 9-1-1 calls because the service was out on their
end. Satellite phones were distributed by the Sheriff to emergency personnel around the county.
Police departments in Ukiah, Fort Bragg and Willits, the Sheriff’s Department, Coastal Valley
EMS, Mendocino County Department of Education, the Mendocino County Executive Office,
CalOES, and local fire departments were all notified and/or checked in with the EOC. Man
began “high visibility” patrols. Ambulances and firefighters were deployed and stationed at loca
fire departments that did not have ambulance service. In the EOC cente , OASIS
Communication, a portable radio communication system, and satellite phone and internet were
all activated; the Mendocino Ham Radio team was activated and deployed to the EOC and
hospitals. Hospitals were also able to use walkie-talkies as an emergency protocol. The
National Weather Service sent out an Emergency Alert Message, and all coastal radio stations
were able to get the message out. The Sheriff’s Office deployed an officer to fi AT&T
personnel to determine the cause of the outage and get an update/estimate for a time of
reconnection of phone and internet services. AT&T crews were found in about an hour, but did
not know a time of re-connection, but gave an estimate of 24 hours. Overall, the Mendocino
County response was very positive, and it showed some major strengths: staff and personnel
had proper training and consistently reported into the EOC.4
An AT&T crew worked throughout the night to repair the fiber break, and the Hopland switch
was operational by 9:55 p.m. September 3rd and the Eureka switch by 8:45 a.m. September.
4th. Services were out for an average of 18 hours.5 The Mendocino County EOC deactivated at
9 a.m. on September 4th, the following day. As of this writing, no one has been arrested in
connection with this vandalism.

Purpose of Outage Survey
When these outages occur, they have very real impacts on residents and businesses that affect
personal safety, economics, and emotional well-being. Broadband advocacy groups feel that it
is vitally important that these impacts be documented to ensure that when policy makers are
considering legislation on these issues, rural voices are heard and their concerns made a part of
the policy discussions. For this reason, the Broadband Alliance of Mendocino County went online with a 33-question survey on September 8th, 4 days after the outage, to document
4
5

From County OES After Incident Reporting
From the AT&T press release regarding the outage; Appendix B
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impacts6. The survey link was primarily shared via social media and radio announcements in
the Mendocino County area7. The bulk of the 627 total responses were received within the first
13 days, although the survey remained open until October 12th. With a county population of
87,000, the number of respondents represents only a small fraction of the total population of
Mendocino County (less than 1%) but given the widespread nature of results (more below) we
believe the responses are a valid representation of the impacts that such an outage has on
residents, businesses, and the community as a whole. The results from this survey, along with
other sources of information such as the AT&T Incident Report, Mendocino County OES report,
and information from newspaper articles form the basis for this report.

Scope of Affected Area and Services Lost
There is no accurate way to know exactly how many residents, organizations and businesses
were affected by the outage. Mendocino and Humboldt counties alone have a combined
population of 221,000, which means that tens of thousands of people were impacted at some
level. AT&T has not released any hard numbers of customers affected; an AT&T spokesman
has said that doing so “would encourage more vandalism”8 . 74% of survey respondents
provided their city and zip code, which provides important information about the scope of the
outage. The vast majority of the zip codes (95%) were from Mendocino County, where the
advertising of the survey was focused, although 21 surveys were received that represented 12
other zip codes and 5 other counties.9 Humboldt County was also impacted, and Lt. Wayne
Hanson at the Humboldt County Sheriff’s Office was quoted in the Times-Standard “… that the
problem spans areas all over the County” and their county OES opened up an on-line survey in
the days following the outage. 10 This information is supported by Humboldt Broadband
Facebook posts on September 4th by 25 comments from people telling their outage stories. 11 A
Willits News article reported that parts of Sonoma and Lake counties were also affected,
although this is not verified 12 Of the 28 zip codes within Mendocino County, survey responses
were received from 25 of them. Of the three zip codes not represented in the survey, it is
documented from personal communication with a business in one of these areas that they were
very much affected.13 This evidence implies that the scope of the outage was extremely
6

Appendix A contains the complete list of survey questions and responses

7

The survey link was also shared on Humboldt Broadband Facebook page in a comment, which was probably why
we received a small number of out of county responses
8

Lost Post Outpost article Beyond Redundancy: Why Last Month’s AT&T Outage Sucked So Bad by Ryan Burns /
Friday, Oct. 9 @ 12:34 p.m. / Business , Technology
9

The six counties represented in the survey are: Del Norte, Humboldt, Lake, Mendocino, Trinity, and Sonoma.

10

http://www.times-standard.com/general-news/20150903/fifth-update-phone-broadband-outage-caused-by
vandalized-fiber-between-ukiah-and-santa-ros
11

https://www.facebook.com/groups/113207222027456/; see posts from September 4th, 2015

12

http://www.willitsnews.com/general-news/20150904/mendocino-county-9-1-1-internet-and-some-cell-service-down

13

The 3 areas in Mendocino County from which no surveys were received are Leggett, Navarro, and Piercy; direct
communication from Leggett businesses verified that they were a fected by the outage.
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widespread in Mendocino County, with virtually every community impacted to some degree.
AT&T is the primary ILEC throughout the county and many other providers (including Comcast
and Verizon) have leased services from AT&T that were affected. The nature of the technology
itself implies that if a few households report loss of a service such as a landline, then most of
the households in that area have also lost the same service, whether they completed a survey
to verify this or not.
Survey results show widespread loss or reduction of function in a variety of services, with the
biggest loss being Internet at 87%. Other services impacted include mobile telephone (86%),
landline telephone (61%), and business processes such as fax (23%) and credit card
processing (18%). Especially troubling was the loss of 9-1-1 services from seven PSAPs,
although the emergency re-routing system was operational within an average of 30 minutes and
calls were re-routed to the CAL FIRE Howard Forest Office. Howeve , even though the PSAP
was functioning through this re-route, many people could not call 9-1-1 or receive reverse 9-1-1
calls for the duration of the outage, because the service was out on their end.
Question 3 (Q3) summary of services impacted
Q3: Which of your services were impacted? Check all that apply.
Response
Percent

Response Count

Landline phone - lost all service

35.9%

208

Landline phone - worked partially (some calls got through)

25.2%

146

Fax machine

22.8%

132

Credit card machine

18.3%

106

Home alarm system

3.6%

21

Cellular phone - lost all service

52.2%

302

Cellular phone - worked partially (text only, slow, dropped calls,
inconsistent)

33.5%

194

Internet Service (wired or wireless)

87.0%

504

Satellite Internet

5.0%

29

Cable Television

7.9%

46

Other (please specify)

10.7%

62

Answer Options

answered question

579

skipped question

48

Service Providers Affected
From survey results, the top Internet service providers (ISP’s) affected by the outage were
Comcast (21.6%), AT&T (19.8%), Pacific Internet ( 1.4%), Mendocino Community Network
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(8.9%), Sonic (3.8%), WillitsOnline (6.7%) and Verizon (2.3%). These service providers likely
lease fiber from AT&T, and one point of failure has an impact across many other providers. It is
noteworthy that there were three service providers who had zero reports of outage according to
survey results: 101 Netlinks, Further Reach and CalNeva. 14 These providers either lease
diverse/redundant AT&T routes or have developed non-AT&T backhaul routes.

Safety Concerns of Residents
99.3% of respondents reported that they were impacted by this outage (Question 9), with
impacts ranging from inconvenient to severely disruptive of their activities. Depending on their
individual circumstances, this disruption ranged from having only a mild effect to one that
caused high levels of distress.
Mendocino County is rural and many areas are remote. Losing all communication may be an
inconvenience for a healthy adult who owns a car but for a disabled or elderly person who does
not drive, telephone service is a vital safety net to keep in touch with family, medical staff, and
friends. For this reason, even more so than in urban areas, when that service is not available, it
causes considerable panic and distress for some residents and families.
Loss of communications was experienced by 96% of respondents. From Q11, 78.5% were cut
off from most (46.8%) or all (31.7%) communications during this outage, including 9.2% who live
alone. 57.4% said that they would not have been able to dial 9-1-1 should they have needed
that service, which translates to 243 people. Q12 reports 3% (13 people) who replied that they
needed to call 9-1-1 but could not. Luckily, there were no deaths due to this outage that we
know of, but the potential was very real. Again, the number of people who took this survey
represents only a fraction of people who live in the area impacted by the outage.
Question 11 (Q11) Summary of Communications Impact
Q11: If responding as a resident, please characterize the communications impact of this outage for
you and your family (check all that apply)
Response
Percent

Response Count

No impact

3.8%

16

Cut off from all communication

31.7%

134

Cut off from all communication and I live alone

9.2%

39

Cut off from most communication

46.8%

198

I could not contact members of my family

55.3%

234

Members of my family could not contact me

56.5%

239

I could not contact 9-1-1 if I had wanted to

57.4%

243

Answer Options

14

There may be other providers who were not affected but not mentioned in the survey
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47.0%

I would not have been able to receive reverse 9-1-1 calls

199

Comments

84
answered question

423

skipped question

204

The connection between loss of communication and potential safety threat is verified in Q12,
where 87% of respondents felt the outage was a potential safety threat.
Question 12 (Q12) Summary of Safety Impacts on Residents

Q12: If responding as a resident, please characterize the safety impact of this outage for you and
your family (check all that apply):
Response
Percent

Response
Count

I do not feel that this outage was a potential threat to my
family's safety

13.1%

56

I considered this outage a potential threat to my family's
safety

56.6%

241

I consider this outage a serious potential threat to my
family's safety

35.4%

151

I could not buy groceries and/or medicine that I needed to
buy

12.2%

52

I could not get in touch with my doctor and I wanted to

12.4%

53

I needed to call 9-1-1 and I could not

3.1%

13

This outage caused actual harm to me or my family (please
explain in comment box)

0.5%

2

Answer Options

Please describe actual harm:

29
answered question

426

skipped question

201

Here are a few comments that were received with this question:
• “91 year old lady was unable to report heart attack symptoms or call 9-1-1. Fortunately her
medication was on hand and helped. But caused much distress and fear. She is housebound
too. She was unable to get refills of med for several days afterward.
• “I could not pick up medicine that I needed at Safeway because the doctor called it in, but they
did not get it until the next day. My daughter is also prone to anxiety and panic attacks. This
outage took all my calming measures with her to keep her from going into a full-f
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• edged panic attack.”“My mother is 97 years and 10 months old and is sometimes alone where
she lives. I call her every day to check on her since she has fallen in the past and uses a
walker. She is fearful when she is alone and panics.”
Under Q15, 14% of residents said it was not distressing/anxiety producing, leaving 86% of
residents for whom the outage was “distressing/produced anxiety” to various degrees.
In that group, 8.5% reported the outage as “very distressing/produced great anxiety”, which
represents 36 people who took the survey for whom this outage presented a significant
emotional toll. Multiply that by the number of people impacted who did not take the survey, and
we get a sense of the larger impact for people whose personal safety is directly connected with
being able to communicate.
Question 15 (Q15) Summary of Emotional Impact on Residents
Q15: If responding as a resident, please characterize the emotional impact of this outage for you and
your family:
Answer Options

Response Percent

Response Count

Not distressing/did not produce
any anxiety

13.6%

58

Mildly distressing/produced
some anxiety

52.0%

221

Distressing/produced anxiety

25.9%

110

Very distressing/produced great
anxiety

8.5%

36
59

Final Comments on impact on your family:
answered question

425

skipped question

202

Impacts on Businesses and Organizations
Businesses need reliable and fast broadband to compete in the modern world. For businesses
in rural areas, access and affordability by itself can be very challenging, and if their service is
not reliable, it is an additional economic stressor.
364 surveys were answered as part of a business or organization. Over 65% of the respondents
were either owners, CEOs, or in management (Q16). Under Q17, 38% of the businesses that
responded were small (less than 5 employees), 10% were medium-sized busine
sses (5-15 employees) or non-profits, while 17% were large businesses (more than 15
employees). 17 different types of organizations were represented in this survey, such as

8
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schools, health care facilities, financial institutions, government, public safet , tribal
organizations, library, and social service organizations.15
Businesses and organizations were uniformly impacted by this outage. Of 342 who answered
Q19, only 3.5% reported there was “no impact”, leaving 96.5% impacted ranging from reduced
capacity to function to simply closing their doors because they could not function at all.
Question 19 (Q19) Summary of Business/organization Impacts
Q19: How did the outage impact your business/organization in general?
Response
Percent

Response
Count

No impact (100% normal)

3.5%

12

Functioned at reduced capacity (75% of normal)

21.1%

72

Functioned at reduced capacity (50% of normal)

21.6%

74

Functioned at reduced capacity (25% normal)

26.3%

90

We could not function but stayed open

15.8%

54

We could not function and closed our doors

11.4%

39

We were forced to function at increased capacity

2.0%

7

Answer Options

Details

139
answered question

342

skipped question

285

Here is a sampling of the 139 comments that were offered in Q19, with “I was unable to work”
being very common:
• “We lost most business that day and all employees were sent home with no pay.”
• “It was our payroll processing day for over 800 employees and we could not process it.”
• “Credit/debit/EBT transactions were not workable. Even our landline backup for the credit
terminals was mostly useless because of the traffic overload on the phone network. e
operated on a cash-only basis, which angered some customers.”
• “Nearly all our activities are reliant on working phones and Internet connections. We stayed
open to provide moral support to our clients who were distressed about the outage and the
impact it was having to their businesses and personal lives.”
• “…any technology related presentations (which are common) were cancelled or postponed.
Remotely held classes had to be cancelled as well. All business communication was dead
save for internal email and some very sporadic / limited phone connectivity. For management
and classified sta f our ability to perform normal duties was below 25% of normal.”“I’m a
telecommuter. I was completely unable to work due to the outage. I was completely out of
contact with my office.

15
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• “We had a Board meeting which couldn't take place due to lack of phone and cell and internet
service. I drove across the county for the meeting and didn't know the service was out
because I couldn't call anyone and no one could call me. No meeting could be held.”
• “Inability to meet required timelines. Inability to contact some clients and service partners by
phone.”
• “We had constant alerts going off due to the inability of caregivers not being able to clock in or
out. We were unable to reach caregivers to discuss schedule changes or schedule them for
work. Seniors were frightened with no ability to make phone calls. Many of them not driving
they were cut off from everyone. The paperwork was tremendous to document the clock and
outs. The staff was stressed and couldn't get their normal work done with circuits being busy
most of the time when the needed to make phone calls. Calls in to us were periodically not
working. Calls out were just as bad.”
• “Personally, I couldn't function as my textbooks are eBooks stored online to which I had no
access. My course materials are distributed and assigned via an On-Line Learning
Management System so neither students nor I could access assignments, prepare
submissions, etc.”
• “Lucky that I had a few dollars cash on me; I usually don't. My car was running on fumes;
without cash, I would have been stranded. I couldn't buy groceries, though; no debit card, no
more cash.”
Reduced ability to function translated into economic losses for almost half (47%) of the
business/organization respondents.16 Specific dollar amounts of lost revenue from 44
businesses who provided such data (out of 119 businesses who said they lost revenue)
estimated losses totaling $118,910, which averaged $2,702/business. 74 businesses could not
provide an estimate, saying simply there was “no way to know”, that it was difficult to quantify
“lost opportunities” from customers not being able to contact them, or the cost of employees not
being able to function, or how upset/unhappy customers translated into economic losses. Local
attorney Bill Barnum opined in a Lost Coast article: “Imagine the millions of dollars of
productivity we lost yesterday on the North Coast due to a lack of redundancy.”17 Residents
also reported that they were impacted economically, usually due to losing out on a day’s work
without always providing an amount. The total estimated loss of income for the 22 residents
who did provide an amount was $6,570, or an average of $299/resident.18
Mendocino County was not able to provide an estimate of additional costs to the County for
activation of all the emergency protocols and increased patrols that resulted from this outage.
The emotional impact of this outage on businesses was surprisingly greater than on residents;
while 86.3%% of residents said it was distressing to some degree, 92% of businesses found it
distressing to some degree. The highest distress level of “very distressing/producing great
16

Only 321 of the 342 businesses/organizations who said they were impacted answered this question, and of those
20% said economic losses did not apply
17

http://lostcoastoutpost.com/search/?q=beyond+redundancy; Oct 9, 2015 by Ryan Burns
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anxiety” was 19.4% for businesses, compared to the residents’ percentage of 8.5%. This
seems to indicate that the potential economic losses produce the highest stress levels, even
higher than highest stress levels for residents related to potential safety impacts. The economic
impacts were very real with quantifiable estimates of loss for businesses, while the safety
impacts were “potential”. But, if this outage had been due to an emergency where there were
injuries (such as an earthquake) these results would likely have been very different.
This final comment could very well summarize how many businesses perceived this outage
• “The personal impact was a little stressful, but the business impact was VERY stressful.”
1% of impacted people were non-residents (half visiting family, half on vacation), and the good
news for the County is that none of these out-of-towners said that they were less likely to return
because of the outage.

Availability of Information During Outage
Only 6% of residents felt that they were “well informed” during this outage, and almost a quarter
felt like they were “not able to keep informed at all”. The majority of residents (70%) fell
somewhere in the middle. Radio seemed to be the best way that people were able to get
information (59%), with KZYX listed the most frequently followed by KOZT. Others drove to
town, used social media (Mendocino County Sheriff’s Facebook page was frequently
mentioned) or received email updates via the county if they were able. Considering the rural
nature of our county and distances between population areas, with many people living in remote
areas, we can do a better job of keeping people informed during such an outage with some
simple recommendations. The County Office of Emergency Services is currently meeting with
AT&T to discuss improvements in communications in an outage event, including providing 2way contact information and land-line connections. As an example, AT&T was sending updates
to radio station KZYX, via email, but the station Internet was down. If AT&T had been using
their landline connection (only 36% of respondents lost ALL landline service), they would have
been able to contact the station directly and give a verbal update. The OES reported that the
Sheriff sent an officer out specifically to find t AT&T crew to get an update, which the officer
was able to do in one hour. As these protocols and contact lists are developed they will be
shared with appropriate agencies and the general public.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Well designed networks operate with redundancy and diversity in the background; when a
network has a point of failure, the system automatically switches to the back-up routing with no
glitch in connectivity. Typically, no one is even aware that an event has occurred except the
engineers and technicians. However, in Mendocino County many non-technical residents are
becoming versed in such terms as “redundancy” and “diversity”, because of our lack of it; these
outages make residents feel vulnerable and that their businesses and communities are at risk.
In the open-ended “final comments” section of the surve , 178 people offered up their final
thoughts, and of these 44% (78 people) specifically mentione the need for “redundancy” or
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“back-up systems”19. Concerns were expressed that if this were a real emergency (earthquake,
storm, prolonged outage, fire, terrorism, etc) our communities would be in much deeper trouble.
Last year’s outage report concluded with this general warning:
This report documents the impacts such an event can have on a community, and should
act as a warning for all – communities, local government, emergency services, and
regulatory agencies whose function it is to oversee these networks. A loss of
communications capabilities puts everyone’s life at risk if they cannot place an
emergency 9-1-1 call. What’s more, we feel strongly that this occurrence was
unnecessary. There are simple ways to ensure a backup method of communication is in
place in the event that a fiber-optic line is damaged
It is our hope that this report galvanizes regulatory agencies in California and in
Washington, D.C. to require a backup method of communications to be in place. We
expect the results of this survey will bring awareness to just how interconnected the
modern world is. Finally, that the proper functioning of our communities is absolutely
dependent on reliable, stable, redundant and ubiquitous broadband networks.
It seems like the warning in 2014 went unheeded. Or do the wheels of change turn too slowly to
have prevented this outage? The question of “How do public safety issues, and at what scale,
relate to the ability to bring policy changes at a regulatory/legislative or corporate level”, is one
that needs answering. Until that answer is forthcoming, communities should discuss these
issues at the county level, and take this issue into their own hands to find solutions. The
magnitude of this year’s outage clearly demonstrates that needed changes, for whatever
reasons, have not occurred, and that our northern California counties are not properly supported
with reliable, redundant service delivered by the ILEC.

Recommendations
1. The connections of all in-county central offices and regional tandem offices need to be full
redundant and diverse.
2. Redundancy and diversity should be supported by a competitive multi-carrier environment
3. Emergency 9-1-1 PSAPs should be interconnected with an engineered solution that ensures
that all dialed 9-1-1 calls always reach a staffed PSAP.
4. Mendocino County should develop and adopt county Broadband Goals with input from
county personnel from various departments (IT, public safety, OES, Schools, County
administration), and also develop a Broadband Plan with specific strategies to meet these
goals.
5. Fiber routes should be inventoried and any cabling that is currently un-secured (as was the
cable for this outage) should be secured.

19

See appendix D for a list of ALL final comments; those with the yellow highlight mentioned “redundancy” or
“backup”
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6. Improvements in communications and protocols should continue to be developed with the
incumbent ILEC, AT&T.
For these changes to occur, dialog and transparency with the local ILEC, AT&T must improve.
Beginning talks have started, and they must continue and involve public safety officials and
AT&T officials at the highest level possible. Communities have the right to know whether they
have reliable telecommunications services or if they are at risk of network failure. If they are at
risk, they should have access to affordable options that would ensure reliability. AT&T has
claimed that such information is proprietary and that releasing such information could be a
threat to national security20 However, a news article in MIT Technology Review from September
2015 takes the opposite view - that knowing where fiber is, is important to national security. The
Department of Homeland Security’s project “Predict” is making some maps and data available
to government, private, and public researchers. “Our intention is to help improve security by
improving knowledge.” 21
Currently, AT&T owns most of the fiber infrastructure in the count . We lack a robust competitive
“multi-carrier” environment to ensure that alternative options are available for communities
seeking redundant and diverse networks. With an AT&T corporate policy that prohibits leasing
“dark” (wholesale, or unlit) fibe , the leasing of AT&T fiber is often a fordable only to those
companies that have competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC) status and can get CPUCregulated rates. Only two providers in our county have CLEC status. That leaves other
providers leasing lit circuits at high “retail” rates, or finding alternative backhaul. Even wireless
providers must connect their networks to a fiber-based backbone to connect with the “outside
world” at some point. If AT&T will not make more of their fiber available for a fordable lease,
then other options must be pursued in order to bring the redundancy and diversity that is
critically needed in the county, through more choices and competition.
California as a whole is behind 30 other states in the number of fiber providers and residential
access to fiber services 22 California has 18 fiber providers who cover only 16% of the
population. In comparison, Oregon, our neighbor to the north, has 49 fiber providers and they
cover almost 77% of their population. For California as a whole to stay competitive, and for our
rural counties to not be left behind in the coming “giga-bit” divide, it goes without saying that
reliable and affordable high-speed Internet is essential. It will require communities - including
their businesses and organizations, governments, and providers - to come together to solve this
multi-faceted and complex problem with innovative ideas that are backed by the political will of
local and state government and elected politicians.
Our County has abundant natural resources, and this beauty is the reason many of us live here.
Our youth are also our valuable resource, and we need to find ways to ensure that they have
20

Verbal comments by AT&T VP of external affairs on Nov. 12, 2015 meeting with Congressman Huffman

21

http://www.technologyreview.com/news/540721/first-detailed-public-map-of-us-internet-backbone-could-make-it
stronger/
22

http://broadbandnow.com/Fiber
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economic opportunities, feel safe, and want to stay here and raise their families. Seriously
consider this final comment from a local student: “While I am going to school here, I would
pause before making a longer term commitment to staying in the area because I rely for work on
email and cellular connectivity.” Let’s solve this problem for the benefit of our communities and
our future.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Survey Questions and Responses

Q1: Were you or your business/organization impacted by the Communications outage
on Thursday, September 3rd, 2015?
Answer Options
Yes
No

Response
Percent
96.0%
4.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
595
25
620
7

Q 2: For this survey, I am responding as a:
Response
Percent

Response
Count

Resident (business questions automatically skipped)

32.4%

201

Part of a business/organization (resident questions
automatically skipped)

17.3%

107

Both resident and part of a business/organization
(answer both sets of questions)

50.3%

312

Out of town visitor (answer any that apply)

0.0%

0

Answer Options

answered question
skipped question

620
7

Q3: Which of your services were impacted? Check all that apply.
Answer Options
Landline phone - lost all service
Landline phone - worked partially (some calls got
through)
Fax machine
Credit card machine
Home alarm system
Cellular phone - lost all service
Cellular phone - worked partially (text only, slow,
dropped calls, inconsistent)
Internet Service (wired or wireless)
Satellite Internet
Cable Television
Other (please specify)
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Response
Percent
35.9%

Response
Count
208

25.2%

146

22.8%
18.3%
3.6%
52.2%

132
106
21
302

33.5%

194

87.0%
5.0%
7.9%
10.7%
answered question
skipped question

504
29
46
62
579
48
1
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Q4: For Landline telephone, please identify your provider from which services were lost:
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
I do not have/did not lose landline telephone service
22.8%
112
(go to next question)
39.2%
193
AT&T (Pac Bell)
0.6%
3
Frontier Communications
6.9%
34
Verizon
5.1%
25
I don't know who my landline provider is
25.4%
125
Other (please specify)
answered question

492
135

Q5: For Cellular telephone, please identify your provider from which services were lost:
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
I do not have/did not lose cellular service (go to next
question)
AT&T
Verizon
US Cellular
Sprint
T-Mobile
Vonage
Track phone
Other (please specify)

13.0%
20.2%
33.4%
22.0%
0.4%
1.3%
0.0%
5.3%
4.4%
answered question
skipped question

71
110
182
120
2
7
0
29
24
545
82

Q6: For Cellular telephone, please identify your provider from which services were lost:
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
I do not have/did not lose cellular service (go to next
13.0%
71
question)
20.2%
110
33.4%
182
Verizon
22.0%
120
AT&T
0.4%
2
Sprint
1.3%
7
T-Mobile
0.0%
0
Vonage
5.3%
29
Track phone
4.4%
24
Other (please specify)
answered question
545
skipped question
82
Appendix A: Survey questions and responses
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Q7: For Internet service, please identify your provider from which services were lost:

I did not lose my Internet service (go to next question)
AT&T
Comcast
Central Valley Cable/Cal-Neva
Frontier Communications
Further Reach
Instawave
Mendocino Community Network (MCN)
North Coast Internet
101 Netlinks
Pacific Internet
SeaKay
Sonic.net
SuddenLink
US Cellular
Verizon
Wave Broadband
WillitsOnline
Other (please specify)

skipped question
7.6%
19.8%
21.6%
0.0%
0.2%
0.0%
0.2%
8.9%
0.5%
0.0%
11.5%
0.4%
3.8%
0.2%
1.5%
2.4%
0.0%
6.7%
9.6%

Response
Count
42
109
119
0
1
0
1
49
3
0
63
2
21
1
8
13
0
37
53

answered question
skipped question

550
77

Q8: If responding as a resident, how many people live at your house?
Answer Options
I will respond as part of a business/organization and not a
resident (next set of questions will be skipped)
I live alone
2
3
4
5
6
7
8 or more
Other (please specify)
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Response
Percent

Response
Count

12.5%

66

13.1%
43.5%
13.9%
9.1%
4.0%
2.1%
0.4%
0.6%
0.9%
answered question
skipped question

69
229
73
48
21
11
2
3
5
527
100
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Q9: If responding as a resident, please characterize the general impact of this outage for
you and your family:
Answer Options
No impact; did not disrupt my activities
Inconvenient; mildly disrupted my activities
Inconvenient and moderately disrupted my activties
Extremely inconvenient; severely disrupted my activities
Other comments

Response
Percent
0.7%
17.5%
44.1%
37.7%

Response
Count
3
77
194
166
126

answered question
skipped question

440
187

Q10: Please provide contact information. Minimum required is Line 5 (your town), but
the other information would be very helpful. This information will be kept confidential.
Answer Options
Name
Company
Address
Address 2
City/Town
State/Province
ZIP/Postal Code
Email Address
Phone Number

Response
Percent
60.0%
33.3%
55.6%
6.0%
100.0%
75.2%
74.8%
51.3%
41.5%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
281
156
260
28
468
352
350
240
194
468
159

Q11: If responding as a resident, please characterize the communications impact of this
outage for you and your family (check all that apply)
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
3.8%
16
No impact
31.7%
134
Cut off from all communication
9.2%
39
Cut off from all communication and I live alone
46.8%
198
Cut off from most communication
55.3%
234
I could not contact members of my family
56.5%
239
Members of my family could not contact me
57.4%
243
I could not contact 9-1-1 if I had wanted to
47.0%
I would not have been able to receive reverse 9-1-1 calls
Comments
answered question
skipped question
Appendix A: Survey questions and responses
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Q12: If responding as a resident, please characterize the safety impact of this outage
for you and your family (check all that apply):
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
I do not feel that this outage was a potential threat to
13.1%
my family's safety
I considered this outage a potential threat to my
56.6%
family's safety
I consider this outage a serious potential threat to my
35.4%
family's safety
I could not buy groceries and/or medicine that I needed
12.2%
to buy
12.4%
I could not get in touch with my doctor and I wanted to
3.1%
I needed to call 911 and I could not
This outage caused actual harm to me or my family
0.5%
(please explain in comment box)
Please describe actual harm:
answered question
skipped question

56
241
151
52
53
13
2
29
426
201

Q13: Do you know someone or did you hear of anyone that was injured, suffered
medical complications, or died as a result of not being able to make a 9-1-1 call during
these internet and phone service outages?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
97.5%
430
No
2.5%
11
Yes
3
If "yes", please describe details and contact information if known.
answered question
skipped question

441
186

Q14: If responding as a resident, please characterize the economic impact of this outage
for you and your family
Answer Options

Response
Percent

44.4%
No potential nor actual economic impact
45.3%
Potentially economically harmful (but was not)
Actually was economically harmful (provide an estimate
10.3%
of loss below)
Please provide an estimate of economic loss
answered question
skipped question
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Response
Count
186
190
43
63
419
208
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Q15: If responding as a resident, please characterize the emotional impact of this outage
for you and your family:
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
13.6%
58
Not distressing/did not produce any anxiety
52.0%
221
Mildly distressing/produced some anxiety
25.9%
110
Distressing/produced anxiety
8.5%
36
Very distressing/produced great anxiety
59
Final Comments on impact on your family:
answered question
skipped question

425
202

Q16: If responding as a business/organization, what is your role in the business/
organization:
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
I am responding as a resident and not as part of a
business (business questions will be skipped)
CEO/President/Executive Director
Owner
Management
Employee
Volunteer
Other (please specify)

22.1%
9.2%
23.8%
17.3%
21.2%
1.3%
5.1%
answered question
skipped question

103
43
111
81
99
6
24
467
160

Q17: Please characterize the type of business/organization that you are responding for:
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
38.1%
134
Small business (1-5 employees)
9.9%
35
Medium business (5-15 employees)
17.3%
61
Large business (more than 15 employees)
16.8%
59
Non-profit
7.7%
27
Educational Institution
2.6%
9
Tourism related
12.2%
43
Government
4.3%
15
Public Safety Organization
2.3%
8
Tribal organization
4.0%
14
Health Care facility
2.0%
7
Library
0.6%
2
Park or natural area
1.4%
5
Financial Institution
1.4%
5
Food provider (e.g. grocery store)
0.3%
1
Senior organization (e.g. Senior center)
2.3%
8
Social service organizations (e.g, family resource centers)
15.1%
53
Other (please specify)
answered question
skipped question
Appendix A: Survey questions and responses
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Q18: If responding as a business/organization, please provide your contact information.
Minimum required: your name, organization name, town. The other information is really
helpful so please include if you can.
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
90.6%
288
Your name
92.1%
293
Business or organization
66.7%
212
Business/org address
12.3%
39
Address 2
95.3%
303
City/Town
81.1%
258
State/Province
78.9%
251
ZIP/Postal Code
67.0%
213
Email Address
61.9%
197
Phone Number
answered question
318
skipped question
309

Q19: How did the outage impact your business/organization in general?
Answer Options
No impact (100% normal)
Functioned at reduced capacity (75% of normal)
Functioned at reduced capacity (50% of normal)
Functioned at reduced capacity (25% normal)
We could not function but stayed open
We could not function and closed our doors
We were forced to function at increased capacity
Details

Response
Percent
3.5%
21.1%
21.6%
26.3%
15.8%
11.4%
2.0%
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
12
72
74
90
54
39
7
139
342
285

Q20: If responding as a business/organization, what was the economic impact on your
business/organization?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
20.6%
66
Does not apply
42.4%
136
Applies, but there was no economic impact
11.2%
36
There was economic impact (75% normal business)
There was moderate economic impact (50% normal
9.3%
30
business)
There was strong economic impact (only 25% normal
16.5%
53
business)
102
If possible, please provide a rough estimate of lost revenue $
answered question
skipped question
Appendix A: Survey questions and responses
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Q21: If responding as a business, please characterize the communications impact of this
outage for you and your business/organization:
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
The business/organization could not contact any
25.2%
employees
The business/organization could only contact some
25.5%
employees
29.0%
Employees could not contact the business/organization
Only some employees were able to contact the business/
21.0%
organization
81.8%
Customers/public were unable to contact us
74.2%
We were unable to contact customers/public
Other comments
answered question
skipped question

79
80
91
66
257
233
56
314
313

A22: If responding as a business, please characterize the emotional impact of this outage
for your business/organization:
Answer Options
Not distressing at all/did not produce any anxiety
Mildly distressing/produced some anxiety
Moderately distressing/produced anxiety
Very distressing/produced great anxiety
Comments

Response
Percent

Response
Count

8.0%
42.8%
29.8%
19.5%

27
145
101
66
43

answered question
skipped question

339
288

Q23: If responding as a business, please characterize the potential safety impact of this
outage on your organization/business:
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
I do not feel that this outage posed any threat to my safety
30.2%
or that of my employees.
I considered this outage a potential threat to my safety
42.9%
and/or employees.
I considered this outage a serious potential threat to my
17.8%
safety and/or employees
I considered this outage a potential threat to my
23.3%
customers
0.6%
This outage caused actual harm to me or my employees
Please provide details if harm was inflicted
answered question
skipped question
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Q24: Do you know someone or did you hear of anyone that was injured, suffered medical
complications, or died as a result of not being able to make a 9-1-1 call during these internet
and phone service outages?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
98.0%
No
2.0%
Yes
Please provide details and contact information if available
answered question
skipped question

340
7
5
347
280

Q25: If you were an out of town visitor, what county were you visiting at the time of the
outage?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
97.5%
270
Does not apply
0.7%
2
Mendocino
0.7%
2
Humboldt
0.0%
0
Lake
0.0%
0
Sonoma
0.4%
1
Del Norte
0.0%
0
Other
0.7%
2
Other (please specify)
answered question
277
skipped question
350

Q26: If you were an out of town visitor, does this outage impact your desire to return to this
county? (check all that apply)
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Does not apply (I am a resident)
I am visiting family
I am here on vacation
No effect on my desire to return (please indicate which
county)
I am slightly less likely to return (please indicate which
county)
I am moderately less likely to return (please indicate
which county)
I do not plan to return
Which county were you visiting and other comments:

98.9%
0.4%
0.4%

274
1
1

1.1%

3

0.0%

0

0.0%

0

0.0%

0
2

answered question
skipped question
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Q27: How long were your services out?
Answer Options

Response
Percent

Response
Count

7.1%
17.1%
18.8%
31.7%
21.3%
4.0%

34
82
90
152
102
19
94

0-6 hours
6-10 hours
10-15 hours
15-20 hours
20-25 hours
More than 25 hours (please specify in comments)
Hours your service was out

answered question
skipped question

479
148

Q28: How well were you able to stay informed of the outage at the time?
Answer Options
I was not able to keep informed
I was able to stay informed a little bit
I was able to stay moderately informed
I felt well-informed

Response
Percent
24.8%
48.5%
20.7%
6.0%

Response
Count
121
236
101
29

answered question
skipped question

487
140

Q29: If you were able to stay informed, what was the primary way this was achieved?
Response
Percent
59.2%
24.3%
8.5%
17.3%

Answer Options

Local radio
I talked to neighbors
Telephone
Internet
I drove to town to get news (how many miles, where did
11.2%
you go)
3.5%
Others drove to me (who)
Please provide details that apply: which radio station, where did you go in
town (fire station, grocery store, etc), how many miles, who came to your
door (family, Sheriff, etc)
answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
222
91
32
65
42
13
218
375
252

Q30: Did you try to contact your provider to get information?
Answer Options
Yes
No
Which provider did you try to contact?

Response
Percent
42.1%
57.9%
answered question
skipped question
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Q31: If you tried to contact your provider, how would you characterize the information
about the outage you were able to receive? (check all that apply)
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
50.8%
222
I did not try to contact my provider
I was not able to get through to my provider (How many
24.7%
108
times did you try?)
I was able to get through, but did not receive any
9.4%
41
helpful information
I was able to receive some helpful information from my
10.3%
45
provider
I was able to receive very helpful information from my
2.7%
12
provider
13.7%
60
Overall I was very frustrated
124
Please supply some additional details
answered question
skipped question

437
190

Q32: Do you have any other final comments or thoughts that were not covered by this
survey?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
65.5%
309
No
34.5%
163
Yes
178
Final Comments
answered question
skipped question

472
155

Q33: Would you like your email (provided in Question #10) to be added to the Broadband
Alliance of Mendocino County email list to receive notes from our monthly meetings and
other information updates? (Your email address will be protected)
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
65.9%
321
No
30.8%
150
Yes
Yes but use a different email address than the one I
3.3%
16
provided earlier
55
Provide email
answered question
487
skipped question
140
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Appendix B: AT&T Overview of Outage
Vandals Cut AT&T’s Major Fiber Cable in Ukiah – AT&T Quickly Restored All Services
Overview
On the morning of Thursday, September 3, 2015, vandals possibly in search of fiber severed a
major interoffice fiber cable that connects Central Offices and is located just south of Ukiah.
The damage affected services for a number of wireline and wireless customers in portions of
Mendocino, Humboldt, and Del Norte Counties. Following AT&T’s protocols for monitoring and
responding to outages, 911 Call Centers affected by the fiber cable cut were quickly
identified and inbound calls were rerouted at the direction of each call center until services
were restored.
AT&T work crews overcame significant obstacles posed by the remote location of the damage,
including cold weather and the presence of rattle snakes, working through the night to
minimize the duration and impact of the outage to the communities we serve. All wireline
services were restored in just over 24 hours, Friday morning, while wireless service restoral
was completed by mid-afternoon the same day at about 2:30 PM.
Impacts
The fiber cable cut outage affected wireline services in Mendocino and Humboldt Counties.
Two remote switches were isolated in the outage: Hopland and Eureka. Customers in these
two areas had dial tone but could only make and receive calls within their respective local
switching areas – there was no inbound or outbound calling beyond the respective local areas,
including calls to 911. The Hopland switch was restored at 9:55 PM on Thursday and the
Eureka switch was restored at 8:45 AM on Friday.
The Mendocino County Sheriff, Ukiah Police Department, and Willits Police Department were
temporarily isolated from the 911 network from 25 minutes to one and a half hours. Within 25
minutes of the outage, AT&T began to implement reroute solutions for calls to these call
centers, sending 911 calls to Cal Fire in Willits. Customers had dial tone and could make all
inbound/outbound calls but did not have access to 911 calling from the time of the fiber
cable cut (9:40 AM) until reroutes were in place (between 10:05 AM and 11:10 AM).
The outage impacted AT&T Mobility’s wireless customers in Mendocino, Humboldt, and Del
Norte Counties. Callers would have experienced degraded or no service.
Restoration
AT&T’s restoration efforts started when alarms at AT&T’s operation center identified heavy
impact related to a fiber optic cable cut at 9:40 AM on Thursday, September 3, 2015. By 10:45
AM, initial field crews were dispatched to investigate and by 4:55 PM the specific outage
location was found. The cable cut occurred in a remote area south of Ukiah that is difficult to
reach. The nearest road to the area is a twenty to thirty minute walk away. Technicians
teamed up with a local fire department’s railroad trolley operator, who used the adjacent
railway to haul in power generators, fiber fusing machines, building cases for splicing, a
backhoe, and all the new fiber that would be needed for repairs.
With the necessary equipment in place the crew began splicing the 96 fibers of the severed
cable and worked through the night using light and power from generators while fending off
against rattle snakes and without any space heaters. By sunrise the following morning, the
crew had restored most services and a relief crew arrived to complete the remaining work.
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The fibers serving 911 call centers were prioritized for splicing and complete restoral of
wireline services was accomplished about 24 hours after the outage. Impacted wireless
services were fully restored later that day Friday by mid-afternoon at about 2:30 PM.
Historic analysis of AT&T’s network in Mendocino and Humboldt Counties shows it performs at
a high level, providing consistently reliable service over the years. From January through
December 2014, AT&T received an average of only 2 trouble reports per 100 lines served by
AT&T in the two counties, which is well within the CPUC’s guidelines. We see similar results in
2015. Additionally, the network is continually evolving with new fiber routes that, whenever
possible, are able to utilize spare capacity to backup preexisting routes. As a result, some of
our facilities are routed with greater pathway diversity than others and, consequently, some
customers experience greater protections against damages to our network than others. In rare
instances, customers with large facilities in need of a greater level of service protection will
purchase local access or end-to-end route diversity offerings where available.
Vandalism
Acts of vandalism and attempted copper theft are an unfortunate reality communications
companies face and which AT&T works closely with police authorities to manage. Tampering
with phone networks is a violation of federal and state laws and AT&T is cooperating with law
enforcement agencies to identify and punish offenders. This is a serious matter that affects
public safety and the community at large. AT&T is offering up to a $10,000 reward for
information that leads to the arrest and conviction of those responsible for this attempted
copper theft or other vandalism near Ukiah.
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Appendix C: Specific Economic Losse
Q20 -Business losses
$25,000
$4,400
$2,500
$500
$150
$1,200
$200
$210
$800
$10,000
$2,000
$400
$20,000
$300
$10,000
$6,000
$2,000
$200
$1,000
$500
$200
$300
$350
$450
$2,000
$1,000
$2,500
$100
$1,000
$250
$500
$100
$2,500
$500
$200
$1,000
$400
$1,000
$100
$100
$2,500
$4,000
$6,000
$4,500

TOTAL
Average

Q14 Residential losses
(plus one$100
amount from
$2,000
$500
$85
$100
$200
$200
$135
$400
$200
$200
$100
$400
$100
$300
$350
$100
$100
$300
$250
$450

$118,910

TOTAL

$6,570

$2,702.50

Average

$306
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Appendix D: Final Comments from all Survey Respondents

1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11

12

13

Final Comments (answered question 472; 178 provided comments; 78 (highlighted in yellow) mentioned need for
redundancy/back-up
I think the poor communications infrastructure hampers economic growth in the county. While I am going to school
here, I would pause before making a longer term commitment to staying in the area because I rely for work on
email and cellular connectivity.
We are a rural community and this could have been a disaster if there was a real 911 situation!
What ever loving fool routed all the internet traffic from supposedly independent service providers? there should
be no way that a Comcast outage should affect AT&T or Verizon - someone got cheap and thought they could
1
route all the fiber along the railroad tracks (probably buying bandwidth from the line owner) without thinking of any
path redundancy
We are a 3rd World Country when it comes to the Internet and providing this EXTREMELY VITAL Service to the
population. The Pentagon wastes TRILLIONS of Dollars for Decade piled on Decade and the American Population
is treated like Serfs to the Lords of the Military. SPEND THAT MONEY ON OUR INFRASTRUCTURE!
It's absolutely insane that a tweaker looking for copper (glass fiber optics...) can cut off all communication for
multiple counties and 7 911 call centers.
I am lucky that my POS system works on an internal network so that our functionality stayed relatively intact.
However, a long term outage would really effect our ability to take credit cards, produce reports, do banking, stay
connected with employees, customers, etc.
In the current state of reliance on telecommunications and Internet, it is irresponsible that this area does not have
2
a significant backup connection to the outside world.
Was a good lesson about the value of maintaining some traditional landlines. Many people were surprised about
the impact to cellular services.
3 We need more reliable services (cell, cable, phone) in the rural areas. We need diversity of services!
4 we need a work around system so that one cable does not take everything out
After this outage, it was evident that our public safety is in jeopardy due to no communication, our business world
can be shut down in a second and the communication we depend on with friends and family can be unavailable
5 without notice. There are severe consequences for leaving a fiber optic cable above ground where it can be
suddenly destroyed. A backup system is needed desperately in the north coast area to help ensure that this never
happens again!
The State needs to pass laws requiring providers to ensure redundancy or otherwise have a back-up plan to
ensure emergency communication is not compromised.
6
Local telco's need to have a system that maintains local connections to land lines, cells, so that local
communication is not compromised if out of town communication goes down.
I recently moved from Southern California (Los Angeles) and find it appalling that we don't have proper
communications redundancy here in Lake and Mendocino Counties. Service providers should be able to provide
7 better service than that and it should not require a formed organization to try and pressure those providers to
provide proper service. That said, I appreciate everything that the Broadband Alliance is doing to improve the
state of communications in our local communities.

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Don't understand how all county calls would go to a real estate office in Benecia, and they would not get official
instructions as to what to say to people, and that it wasn't rerouted quickly.
strange that I didn't notice any problems. My internet service provider is DSL through Pacific Internet (although I
understand that it's actually an AT&T service)
More evidence of unsafe inadequate service.
It is unacceptable to lose 911 ability. There must be redundancy in this system. +.
Question 7 seems to be missing a component
There needs to be redundancy in communications. Please help us stay safe by helping this to happen.
we need a redundant system here on the Coast.
It is unconscionable that there is no redundancy in the system. This is particularly true for emergency services,
but losing service has a significant impact on businesses located in the area.
Thank you for collecting this information. We should have back up infrastructure to minimize this type of outage.
A system without redundancy is not a system. It's just an anomaly.
i think we need a backup system. the banks, the shops where I shop, all were disabled for the day.
i was away.
It'sAppendix
unthinkable
thatfinal
thecomment
infrastructure is so weak that one incident can take out such a large area for such 15
a long
D: All
time. Something needs to be done to increase redundancy.
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27
28

29

30
31

32
33

34

35
36
37
38
39

40
41
42
43
44
45

46
47

Decentralized communication networks are perhaps a better idea than reliance on a single cable that, when
damaged, can affect such a widespread area.
Thank you. This is important work. Our society is so dependent on the internet & yet our service is so fragile!
AT&T should be required to install and maintain an automatic backup system.
16 AT&T should be required to pro-rate all billing to reflect the period that they were not providing the service
they are being paid to provide, as should all others who did not provide service during this time.
Service has still not reached pre-outage levels. All we know is what the Ukiah Daily Journal has reported, and it's
not covering the intermittent state of the service. I try to work after midnight in hope of getting response, but often
don't.
17 We clearly need redundancy of 911 services. If a fire had started, we would have had a disaster on our hands.
It was quite frightening to realize that one "simple" thing could put a community in such a helpless situation for so
long. It was apparent there was nothing in place to be able to communicate effectively when needed in this type of
serious emergency. The agency I work for serves our community, community members that are in need of help,
some, very serious help. They were put at great risk had they needed our services and were unable to receive
them and/or communicate their needs.
It would have been difficult to continue service to our families and children in a prolonged outage. Not sure if it
would have been safe or responsible.
Like others, I think there should have been redundancy installed in the system after the last disastrous outage.
This is so crippling to the economy for businesses who rely on internet for just about everything from
communication, credit card processing and security systems.
18 I wonder if this had happened near San Francisco or Los Angeles, how long would their services have remained
down?
I also wonder, why was a crucial fiber optic cable left unattended above ground where someone could damage it?
lots of questions and from AT&T:nothing.
Ironically the Internet was supposed to be built with redundancy in mind. Assuming that Fiber Optic cable is a part
19 of the internet infrastructure things aren't going so well. This seems to be because we have to rely on only one
company to provide the fiber infrastructure and are thus at their mercy as far as a more robust system is
concerned.
My landline worked fine throughout. Clearly the redundancy in that network helped in this outage.
We were out of town when the event occurred.
My sister was visiting it was very stressful for her. I
It's scary to hear that one cut cable could black-out such a large area. I did hear conflicting reports of the origin of
20 the black-out. Some said that the cable cut was in Chico, others said it was in Marin County, yet others said it was
in Fort Bragg. Either way, we need better backups.
I want to laud Seakay, my internet provider. It is small, local, non-profit and run by "real" people. I assume it didn't
go out because it provides its own equipment and doesn't depend on the big corporations.
My cell phone bounces off both a US Cellular and a Verizon tower, depending on where I am in the house. Neither
one could provide me with service.
It was quite the eye opener to learn how easily vulnerable we are to the quick snips of a vandal.
21 I support the efforts to get Mendocino County some redundancy and a more secure communication system.
22 We should not be dependent on one unique line of communication, there should be a redundant network, even in
rural areas!
This outage did not impact me as much as others but I think it is unacceptable that it can occur because of
vandals. We need to protect our internet service lines
We are so dependent on these intangible services. The fiber optic cable for phone; and in our case, 100%
dependent on the satellite system for internet / email.
1. Why was that important of a cable left above ground?
23 2. Where is the redunduncy?
3. Why do we have the capacity of a 3rd world country?
When communications and core work functions require internet and phone connectivity, they are an essential
24 utility and lifeline. Outages are not an option for basic communications. The apparent lack of security for a
connection serving around 100,000 people and the corollary lack of redundancy for such a critical link is
unacceptable.
25 It is absolutely ludicrous that NW California has no redundant fiber optic cable to route communications in case of
an outage such as the one on September 3rd, 2015.
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48
49
26
50
51
27
52
53
54
55

28
29

56

57
30
58
59
60

31
32

61

62
63
64
65
66

67
68

33

There should be an alternate way to get information to communities in these situations (non-emergency broadcast
issues).
My husband and I are using Further Reach and so were not affected by the outage. However our local library was
affected. And our Manchester School which I think has a contract with AT&T.
We pay for and configure redundant service connections to prevent a single service failure from completely
severing our connectivity, but AT&T doesn't take the same precautions. Many of the services we utilize rely on
AT&T at some point in the process, so it effectively negates our efforts when the major communications provider in
the area doesn't take the same precautions that we attempt to take. All this while I hear about other parts of the
country getting Fiber connectivity for nearly the same price we are paying for T1s. It is very frustrating.
This just shows how dependent we are on our cell phones and internet.
It seems crazy that with one fiber cut, 911 emergency services, ATMs, banks, post offices, schools, hospitals, fire
stations and other essential services in 3 counties can be rendered useless. There absolutely needs to be a backup communication system, if only for these essential services. Loss of wages was frustrating and inconvenient, but
not being able to communicate with my family and 911services was scary. This is happening altogether too often!
There must be a resolution, and soon.
I thought the taxpayers paid for a redundant cable or fiber optic several years ago so that this kind of a thing would
not happen.
It is unacceptable that there is not a back up...twice in a year is crazy to lose service!
I work with children and power outage is of concern. The inability to communicate with families if a strong concern.
In the future, that has to be a reliable, dedicated method of producing information. Radio seemed the most
accessible, but there was no information being broadcasted...
The repaired section of cable remains above ground and exposed to potential future vandalism.
Previously that same section had been damaged by landslide while buried. This is also an event that could reoccur.
The area is not easily accessed by repair crews.
We should not have such a large portion of our communication entirely dependent on a single cable path.
Why is internet, land line, and cell service all affected by this incident of domestic terrorism. (I do not believe this
was vandalism.) Clearly Mendocino county residents are not adequately protected from identical further acts of
"vandalism". Where is the backup and redundancy???
There needs to be a way to have radio stations play a key part in situations like this. Like the old days. Many radio
programmers now get info from www to announce, but if www is down, then what? Prepare for this lapse in
communication.
We need redundant fiber optic systems.
The redundancy expected (implied) by the government-funded fiber optic cable running east-west failed for most
ordinary customers of AT&T. AT&T should be compelled to provide service to all subscribers on that system,
rather than only a few high-demand users.
Hope they find out who did this. It could have caused possible deaths and also have possibly had others needing
medical aid to have to go without.
LET ALONE THE POSSIBLY OF ADDED FIRE PROBLEMS WHICH GOODNESS KNOWS MENDOCINO
COUNTY CERTAINLY DOES NOT NEED.
We were very fortunate to have telephone at our house and internet service, but we don't have cell phones.
It is essential to the health, safety and well being of residents and visitors in our Fire Department response area for
there to be redundant, back-up systems to ensure that the 911 system remains fully operational at all times.
we need an updated system with buried lines.
US citizens pay too much for inferior phone, internet & television service compared to other countries.
We need to get much more prepared for emergencies before El Nino hits, if it does, or the next climate change
catastrophe. Also, I think out local emergency services should do a better job informing folks as to what is going
on.
Thanks for collecting and using this info to push and make the case for the needs and entitlement of rural
californians. ATT should be severely fined for their behavior which caused us, for a second time, to cope with the
consequences they are clearly not motivated to acknowledge. It's a revolting and anti-democratic arrangement all
'round.
We need better radio information/coverage. I am a radio listener & I had it on most of the day & not once was there
any info about the outage. It was in the paper the next day.
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72
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79
80
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38
39

My provider is SeaKay and we experienced NO problems that day.
Please try to get other providers out in this area as AT&T is horrible not only in what we get as far as internet but
their customer service when things go wrong. I heard that Wavecable might make its way to the coast, I sure hope
so because prices, service and customer service is great with this company!!!!!
System redundancy should be implemented. Ultimately, broadband/high speed internet service should be
provided to all rural areas.
Not strictly related to the outage. It's frustrating to live in a pocket of the county that lacks cell phone coverage. I
hope the Broadband Alliance will continue to work on getting more complete coverage.
The police report that it was copper vandals that cut the fiberoptic cable, but in fact, they don't know. It might have
been tweakers looking for copper to sell for another hit, or it might have been terrorists. Or it might have been
teenagers, or zombies, or anarchists. The facts are unknown, and the police provides a mythical story so that the
public doesn't get upset.
Even if all the facts were published in the newspaper, a history of lies covering up what was really important
results now in a lack of faith in the media. I find it hard to believe anything published by the media or by politicians'
spokespeople. They are all trying to pacify the public instead of telling us the hard facts.
this is the 2nd time this has happened. we must have redundant lines so we have a back up in case this happens
again. we cannot keep on being cut off like this!
Yes since you didn't ask me any thing how rude!!! In city limits I was without of cable for 3 hrs. I was out from my
cell phone for 18 hours but I was able to call my daughter who live out side our area due to MA Bell land line still
worked!
My voice should still be heard.
#4 because I don't have a ? #10
Shouldn't there be some level of redundancy and/or rerouting for Mendocino County?
I understand that is has happened many, many times already.....seems to me, there's been plenty of time to have
a back up plan ready so that we are not without emergency services or our banks or our gas stations.
Yes! Can we please get with the times and secure our internet!!
This event made me aware of how vulnerable we are when a single event can have such wide spread
consequences. ATT was trying to force me to convert my office land line to fiber optic. I stopped that process. I
had just a week earlier been forced by ATT to convert my home phone service to fiber optic and that system
completely failed. I do not feel ATT has lived up to it's responsibility to provide the safest possible service to the
public. Even though it is a private company it has certain responsibilities as an integral public and emergency
service. The Standard of Care has not been met.
A great deal of consideration needs to be given to this problem. The criminal element is very quick to pick up on
things like this. They are going to realize we don't have 9-1-1 service and then the public is at their mercy. Ham
radio's are not a solution!
When someone calls they need to say the reason for the outage and updates of when it will fixed not just the
standard within 24 hours. I had to poush and push to get the reason for the outage.
A secondary system is very necessary to this community. I'm glad to not have had an emergency. If the Internet
is down, many have no way to contact emergency services.
We need redundancy! We must not rely on single companies to do this. They fail, as did AT&T in this case.
Because my TV was working, could someone have used the TV emergency warning system with information?
Would reverse 911 have worked?
This event shows me how much we rely on cell and Internet for everyday connection with the world!! It felt like we
were living back in the 1970s!!
(redacted for privacy)… He uses our phones if his computer is down. On this day our phones were down too and it
was hard to communicate with his caregiver. We have a landline but it is in another building and down stairs from
where my son is.
Our business is (redacted). Our land line is connected to the answering service and we all have cell phones. None
of them worked. We had another business on our property and we got calls through that business until the outage
was over. We are a 24/7 business and it was very cumbersome way to do things. Law enforcement couldn't call us
… and we couldn't communicate (redacted for privacy).
****NOT GOOD****.
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I know lots of firefighters that spent the night at their fire station because people were to drive to their fire station if
they had an emergency.
Lots of man hours wasted sitting at the fire station.
I drove to Howard Forest ECC to check in with them to see if they needed me.
I monitored my hand held radio all day and night.
It seems the fact that landlines were also knocked out has not gotten much attention - not mentioned in the
newspaper or on the radio reports. I think it is very significant that for some of us ALL telecommunications were
knocked out, leaving us with no way to reach beyond our immediate neighbors. Oh, how we have come to rely in
these services!!!
There is a huge need for redundant telecommunications infrastructure.
The PUC has granted far too many rights and privileges to the big communications companies at the obvious
expense of the businesses and residents of this region. From my perspective, the playing field is tilted vertically in
favor of big communications with the end-user being an after-thought and merely a source of shareholder revenue.
There is no thought given to service, reasonable pricing, system redundancy, safety or efficacy. This seems
criminal, from my perspective, given the potential consequences for a similar failure during a disaster, natural or
otherwise.
Scary situation. Glad it didn't last long
AT&T and all communications companies need to be on the redundant line coming into Humboldt county. It really
isn't redundant then major events like this happen.
Providers assure government safety planners that their systems are redundant but they did not appear to be in this
case. Better planning for events like this needs to be made for public safety/emergency communications and 911
systems.
If this outage had lasted it would have effected my job which is entirely dependent on phone and internet to
function.
I thought the added communications line from Eureka to Red Bluff was supposed to prevent what happened to
Humboldt County?
totally scary for folks needing care to survive - you know what i mean?
The 3 major vulnerabilities I see to the cyber system that, increasingly, all of the USA is dependent upon:
1) Accidents/Vandalism (as in this case)
2) Cyber attack by state/corporate enemies (How much brain power does it take to locate and destroy fiber optic
cables? Very little I'm afraid.
3) Coronal Mass Ejection - A powerful CME pointed directly at Earth WILL happen one day. What protection has
the cyber system against a CME comparable to (or greater than) the 1859 Carrington Event? As far as I've heard
there is NO protection in place or being planned for. If so, that is true madness.
Redundancy in connections to communication systems is absolutely necessary in our remote area!
The fact that this left our banks, and other business in danger of being robbed. We have a small police
department who did an excellent job, as well as the Fire Department pitching in. Would hope that this lights a fire
under those in charge that we need a back up system of some sort. We were lucky this time....
I realize it costs more to serve rural areas with broadband and redundancy of communication services but it is
almost more important here than in the city, and we need to find ways to do this as soon as possible.
The 911 system should not go down when the system is down. Shame on you. People depend on that system.
Outages should be short.
Get Redundancy.
GET AT&T OUT OF THE CELLPHONE AND INTERNET BUSINESS. THEY ARE IRRESPONSIBLE BECAUSE
THEY DO NOT DO NOT DO NOT CARE ABOUT THEIR CUSTOMERS, PERIOD.
Thank you for asking
First and foremost, this outage was a HUGE safety risk to many people throughout the county, including our large
elderly population. Second, this was a financial and productivity hit on businesses and services throughout the
area. There needs to be a back-up if this were to ever happen again. Lastly, we need to do a better job at getting
rural broadband to this area's rural residents. It puts us at a huge economic disadvantage against other companies
who have faster and much more reliable service. I have to spend time driving to Starbucks (and spend money
paying for a drink) if my service goes out (be it foggy, windy, raining, too hot or too cold...or there's a fire) - in order
to get internet OR if I have a larger file to upload or download. Let's do something positive for the members of this
community who are actually paying taxes and trying to bring legitimate jobs to the area.
There needs to be a back up system. I am one of the lucky ones that has not updated to uVerse with AT&T. And I
won't now that I know that it goes through the internet. What if this had been an earthquake? What if I or my
husband had a medical emergency? I'm very angry about this outage.
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We were lucky to have been among the least seriously affected by this outage, but the potential for serious
disruption was real. It was also very disconcerting to go to bed that night with no access to emergency services
should we have needed them and to have no idea how long it would take to restore service. The upside is we
learned that we don't have a landline at home and have since switched from Voice over Internet Protocol back to a
true landline. I hope other people and public agencies are doing the same.
Thank you for doing this survey.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to speak our minds on this outage. I appreciate it!!
This kind of outage should not happen. We have a redundant cable that was not fully being used by ATT because
it would cost them additional money.
This incident was a dry-run on a real emergency situation ... earthquake, fire, landslide, or ? Back-up
communication systems are increasingly in jeopardy now that public carriers are converting to fiber optics without
redundancy.
I think it's a huge issue especially since people cannot dial 911. It was a good reminder to have cash on hand and
medicines backed up as well.
This community needs reliable and affordable internet access. To not have it is an economic hardship for the
entire community and puts small business owners like myself at a disadvantage. It hinders my ability to compete
with other like businesses and limits the number of other entrepreneurs who might want to make this area their
home. Not having the same access to the internet that other communities have makes our already struggling
working community dependent on agribusiness, legal and illegal, and puts stresses on the services we all depend
on such as our clinics and hospitals, our law enforcement, and our schools. As a small business owner living in
this community and trying to raise a family here, I feel the lack of reliable broadband internet as a forced economic
hardship. It is a product of the economic prejudice that large corporations wield against underserved communities
and that elected officials ignore because we don't have the same financial or electoral power that larger
populations do.
We have a great resource online with CalFire for the wildfires. PG&E has a great online resource for power
outages. Would be nice to have an online hub of resources for communication outages. Between my home &
business I have 6 different services for internet, phone, & entertainment.
Having no stop gaps in the communications process to prevent a line cut from impacting entire counties is an
issue that needs to be addressed. There should be steps taken to learn from this situation and prevent similar
outages in the future.
When cellular communications took over and analogue was discontinued we have become dependent on a single
system that is obviously not fail safe.
We need better alternatives.
Elderly mother-in-law unable to contact help and we were unable to contact her. Lack of 911 function very scary.
Also, if I had not been at work and getting the Admin emails, I would have had no way to find out what happened.
Feared it was an act of domestic terrorism or even war, considering closeness in time to 9/11. Angry to find out
afterward that fiber optic cable left exposed for anyone to access and no backup plan in place.
I can't believe there was ONE cable with no redundancy to serve a three county area, and that cable was not
secure. Horrible planning and engineering by providers! They are a huge corporation that don't need to put us at
risk to save a few bucks. Where is the REGULATION!
As a computer professional I recognized the nature of the outage and also the nature of the long term solution. We
need redundant internet trunk lines into this region. We had a similar outage last year that only affected the coast
of our county (Ft. Bragg and vicinity) and also took much longer to repair. That is two such outages in two years,
and it is two too many.
This experience highlighted how, in this isolated rural area, If this lasted for a prolonged time, we would be SOL.
I was living/working in Fort Bragg when the first outage occurred. I felt really cut off from everything including
family and friends. Unable to access my bank or the store for food. It was a long 42 hours.
This outage, at least I was able to get food because I had cash. I still couldn't contact family and friends.
I live alone so this can really be nerve racking.
ATT needs to step up service for Mendocino county--- last December's storms and phone outages were out for
almost a MONTH at my residence.
I had NO WAY TO CALL 911 during that time and I am a senior, was alone and have health issues. Plus I live in
rural area. (no close by neighbors)
There should be redundancies built into the system. It is unbelievable that one line cut could affect so many
people for so long.
I was somewhat concerned this was an act of terrorism. To think our communications are so vulnerable boggles
the mind. That a simple vandal could shut down communication for almost a day? I hope this serves as a wake-up
call.
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It made me realize how vulnerable we are and how dependent on internet and cell phones we have become. To
lose access to both at the same exact time was a wake up call.
Triple redundancy would solve the problem.
A secondary structure or a back up is definitely a must! This so especially where 911 services are needed!!
Clearly we're all a little too plugged in and find it hard to function without our devices. If it had been a terrorist
attack we would have been in real trouble!
Having any internet outage here is ridiculous...outages should not happen be it in a city or rural area.
Why was AT&T allowed to not have the exposed line supervised or protected by security. If the
line was exposed at 9:45 am, and severed, why was not an AT&T crew on site working on a Thursday.
Road construction pays CHP to sit in cars with flashers on. Why cannot ATT&T hire someone to protect and
exposed line when un earthing the line. Hundreds of thousands of dollars were lost because of the incompetency
of AT&T.
This was a vicious form of vandalism. I don't know what if anything can be done to prevent this from happening
again. We are in a fairly remote area and are usually one of the last areas to get our services back.
PLEASE establish back-up lines so that we are no longer so vulnerable.
I was very alarmed to hear that our local 911 system was dysfunctional as a result of this outage.
Medical emergency systems should always have the best functioning systems available. In a country that takes
pride in the development and capability of the most modern communication systems in the world, it certainly is
functioning very poorly in its rural areas. Shame, shame, shame!!!!!!
Improvement in the 911 system and in safeguarding our existing communications systems is a
MUST!!! Vandalism prevention systems need to be developed and put in operation immediately.
The outage underscored the importance of radio, cash, & emergency meeting spots.
I want to know why cell phone coverage existed in some places and not others for me. My logic tells me that
certain areas were favored over others. Given I pay the same rate as urban users I am angry I was out while the
101 and Ukiah were functioning.
We need a way for people to be informed. We are too reliant on one service (AT&T). Because they were out, I
couldn't call or check for information in any way.
Will this survey include the outage of yesterday (Sept. 8th) as well?
Read the Lost Coast Outpost to get the full story.
We need redundant fiberoptic lines to Mendocino County. Even more, we need to find a way to become
independent of these large corporations that only care about making a huge profit and don't care at all about
customer service. We need to find a way to build our own communications systems in all areas of the county.
The lives of residents were severely impacted by the outage, yet the survey asks nothing about the kind or degree
of that impact.
It is absolutely imperative that AT&T be forced to upgrade the systems that deliver internet to our area, so that an
accident or bad weather or act of vandalism in one location cannot disrupt service throughout the network. The
disruption of emergency services is particularly unacceptable.
I also work as a nurse and the computerized charting went down as well as other things we rely on through
computers; like medication administration and documentation.
AT&T should have more than one link for data into the region. This outage was an inconvenient event but if it
happened during an actual disaster like a major earthquake or storm it would likely cost lives. During a major
event there will be outages but based on this event we can clearly see the network is not robust at all. The
procedures that are in place are not robust. Given our topography we should have a microwave or other wireless
backbone that touches the fiber at multiple locations along the network to act as a bridge during emergencies.
These bridges should be large enough to carry standard traffic but be set to prioritize traffic when volumes spike in
an emergency.
A backup system must be put in place.
It is surprising how we've come to rely on internet/phone/text for keeping up to date with people, miss it when gone
One of the earlier questions asked if I needed to call 911 and couldn't. I accidentally checked that box. I did not
need to call 911 during the outage.
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It is unbelievable there is no redundant system and that ONE simple break in a fiber optic line could cripple
communications, especially 911 dispatch.
This is the SECOND time in two years that someone could have lost their life due to the failure to bring our internet
system up to acceptable standards. In August 2014 a truck snagged a cable and the coast was out for two days,
this September it was nearly 20 hours due to vandalism. Time to take us out of the stone age ...
In general for me personally it was more of a frustrating experience rather than causing anxiety. However it
concerns me greatly that the communications system is so vulnerable. In the event of deliberate sabotage without
a functioning communication system esp. for emergency services there would be chaos. All of my telephone
contacts -- including neighbors -- are stored in my cellphone. Without it I could not have contacted anyone whose
number I did not otherwise have, or who was not reachable by functioning landline.
As a retailer our major impact was lack of credit card machines and phones in Ukiah. Our server is local so cash
registers were working. What I want to add is that the inability to communicate with our server from outside caused
a system outage at our Lakeport store. They had no cash registers, no credit card machines, and no way to do
shipping or receiving.
I am glad that information is being collected about the outage and hopefully some form of redundancy will be put in
place. The personal impact was a little stressful, but the business impact was VERY stressful.
I had been reluctant in the past to use satellite internet, but because there is no broadband of any sort available to
my residence in Laytonville I was left with no choice then to get satellite internet. I now see that it has its benefits
as we were able to maintain internet connectivity through excede internet during the entire communications
outage.
Two years ago I cancelled my land line phone as the service was terrible and the phone company will not replace
the copper infrastructure locally. USCellular just started providing LTE in the Laytonville area and with my satellite
internet I now seem to have a redundant communications system until the satellite falls out of the sky. LOL
Our local radio station KGUA announced the outage and listed every alternate 911 number. The station also sent
out e-mails with the data. Although I wasn't directly affected, it was encouraging to know how to access the
information. There was no telephone nor electronic notification from law enforcement!
I still do not understand how come a fiber cut would affect Comcast's television service, thus Internet service. I
don't believe their TV service runs through the fiber network, bit that it is satellite fed.
Mendocino County needs to have multiple cables or satellite communication.
As an IT consulting firm, we believe that redundancy is critical. Unfortunately, the North Coast is largely ignored in
this issue.
This is unacceptable that preferred customers were allowed access to the auxiliary line and had service just
because they were a high paying customer. Being a small business this impacted about 8% of my monthly
revenue. Just because my provider had to pay for bandwidth isn't an excuse to treat loyal customers like pions.
Just that we depend on the Internet for our up to the minute news. We were slightly inconviencd truthfully but we
live in an isolated part of the state and who's to say the next outage wouldn't occur at a less opportune time;
earthquake, tsunami? And isn't our money helping to pay for the redundant line too?? Why weren't we covered
too?
What's the general purpose of this survey? This incident was reported as vandalism, so I'm wondering how these
answers will help mitigate future acts of vandalism.
What happened to the redundant cable that was supposed to prevent this from happening?
ATT must be aggressively held accountable for the outages and poor copper service in area. No redundancy of
fiber is borderline criminal.
Redundancy needed on the north coast.
Run an additional redundant line
If I had needed to contact family, I could have called. However, they usually email me and would not have known
that I was out of contact unless it made the news where they live - and they heard the news.
I feel that we are extremely vulnerable not only as a community but as a country in terms of security. Not having
911 service is not acceptable. I don't necessarily prescribe to "conspiracy theories" but do feel that we are subject
to people taking opportunities that could potentially cause us great harm as a country. We saw, first hand, how by
simply cutting some fiber optic lines our "usual" communication was basically cut off and it brought us to our
knees! We need to have a redundant system in place to protect our citizens.
I was attempting to schedule several appointments on September 8, 2015 when another outage occurred. I do not
know when the outage started. My internet service was not available in the morning when I first went to use the
Internet at about 8:00 a.m. At about 10:00 a.m. I was able to make an internet connection.f
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It was a rude awakening of emergency preparedness. While the end-users can also do our part to be better
prepared but in this day & age, I feel it is imperative that a backup system/infrastructure be put in place. The
impact of such incident is far greater than most of us can imagine, especially when 911 calls or medical care is
affected, resulting in a possible serious consequences.
It seems to me that major utilities should be more public safety conscious of the critical importance of maintaining
any or all of the grid since nine eleven (9-11)
Relative to the outage several months ago, info via local radio was better. For the fire department getting the
immediate page that 911 was down at least let us know there was a problem. However, we had/have no work
around. We NEED a redundant system. Single faults, wether by accident or vandalism, have proven NOT to be
rare events.
I am already on BAMC's email list
It is unbelievable that we do not have redundancy in place. I understand that AT&T has another coastal fiber
cable that, if connected to our system would provide backup. This came to light when the cable was damaged on
the Comptche-Ukiah Road, but almost a year later we experienced almost a complete day without service.
911 services at the very least should be as secure as our clinic phone system which did not fail! I am surprised
and concerned as the potential impact of not having phone and 911 services in such a rural remote area can be
life threatening.
As most of us already know, this was a very real and painful experience of living in an area that has little to no
infrastructure redundancy being provided by the major internet providers that theoretically serve this region.
AT&T should be fined, severely. Executives should lose their jobs.
unbelievable that there was no secondary route to serve the north coast. UNBELIEVABE THAT THE HAD A
SINGLE POINT OF FAILURE. Enforce the Telecommunications act of 1996, and force AT&T to provision dark
fiber to everyone at below cost. They have demonstrated they have no concern for their customers. GOOGLE
FIBER NOW
It is frustrating that this is the 2nd time such a massive outage has taken place in the past decade. I am concerned
that there is not a back up system in place. I am also greatly concerned that there are potential thieves attacking
our communications systems.
I know that several banks closed for the afternoon.
It is awful that we don't have real broadband to begin with and bad to lose cell service and land lines and
emergency services.
The company should have some kind of backup just in case this happens again. Every business has a back up
plan.
While I understand that this event was precipitated by vandalism, I find it disconcerting that we are on a branch
line versus a loop setup.
Why can't we get fiber optic internet on the coast in general and Fort Bragg specifically?
Even though I was not affected because I now have Further Reach in Elk. I gave up teh ATT T-1 line in June thank Goodness!!!
Back up is needed and quick.
We desperately need cell phone service in all of these rural areas. I don't really care if people think they are
getting brain cancer from cell towers - that is just beyond unbelievable and these idiots should not be listened to.
Check the tax payers and I am just guessing that 95% or more would say - Bring on some cell service.
Vital communications lines need to have redundant backups or be able to be quickly re-routed to rduce duration of
outage.
My at&t DSL continued to work, but my U.S. Cellular phone failed to work.
Luckily my phones (both landline and cellular) worked fine; the internet being down was completely inconvenient
but at least I had contact with the outside world. I worried about all the people who did not have 911 services.
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